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"If I could lift that rock," snorted Tom, "I'd shove it down your lying throat!" "A liar, am I?"
roared Goggins. "I'll teach ye, ye upstart!" Tom's step-brothers grinned with
glee over the royal thumping that was coming to Tom!
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OR,

THE LUCK OF BEINO A BOY

I

,

By ROB · ROY
CH.A-PTER I.

.

It was tough to be· almost the only boy in those parts
who would not see the circus that had come to town on
GREENER TRAN ANY GRASS.
this end-of-the--summer day.
But, on the whole, Tom was used to being left out of
.·
"There's another harness in the barn," said Sim Gog- everything good.
gins, gruffly.
Tom was Sim Goggins' stepson.
"I know it,'' To.m admitted, dully.
Tom's mother had been Sim's· third wife, Mrs. Norton
"Bring it out, then."
having married the man when Tom was eight year old.
Listlessly, Tom Norton turned and plodded toward the
Mrs. Norton-Goggins had died, two years later, of overgreat open door of the barn.
work and a broken heart.
"Get a move on!" roared Goggins.
Hardly three months after the death of Tom's mother
Back over his shoulder Tom sent a flash of resentment, Si~ had wedded the present Mrs. Goggins; a hard-working, faded woman she was now, . slowly breaking down
but he quickened his pace just the same.
Sim Goggins, seated in the, wagon, with Mrs. Goggins under the strain that had killed Tom's mother in less
and Bess beside him, and with his two sons, Lug and time.
"Oh, liow Tom hated Sim Goggins!
Bunch Goggins, on the rear seat, snorted as Tom threw
down the harness on the wooden platform at tlie ;iiack do~r.
But what could the boy do?
"See that ye get all them things cleaned up, and cleaned
Sim was his stepfather, and lie was in t lie liard taskgood. If ye don't, ye'll be sorry," was Mr. Goggins' part- master's custody.
,
Ever since the age or eight Tom liad been the drudge
ing assurances. "Get up, Cherry!"
"We'll eat some peanuts for ye!" called out Lug.
of the Goggins' place.
" An' t ell ye all about the ellerfants!'' promised Buncli,
Fortunately, the boy liad liad his nappy moments at
school. The sta.te's school law saw to that.
derisively.
Tom, scowling, made a great pretense at working liard
But now Tom was through , with school, the state law
until the wagon was out of sight down the dusty country l not protecting his chance for an educatio.n any further.
·
"Nearly five years of this yet before I'm my own masroad.
" Oh', you-Sim Goggins!" cried the boy, a world of ter!" groaned the boy, sullenly, as he looked out over the
resentment in his tone as he threw down the harness tliat brlght fields-fields that were bright despite the fact t hat
had been in his lap. "Oh, yes, your kids can go to . the Sim Goggins owned them.
circus, but I , who work four times as liaxd as Lug ever
"I'd skip, but what goocr would that do?" Tom asked
Cloes, I can stay at home .and keep my eye on the place!" himself. "Sim has a lieap of money put away, and he has

TOO GREEN TO
warned me that it won't do any good for me to run away.
That's what they had my photograph taken for-so he
could have a picture made and printed on a hand-bill that
he'd send everywhere, offering a reward for the return of
a runaway minor. Hasn't he told me often enough that
he would do that very thing? And-oh, hang it!-the
laws of the state back up that monster in his ways!"
Picking' up a good-sized stone, Tom stood erect, took
good aim, and hurled the stone with spiteful vengeance
straight at a tree near by.
"I wish that was Sim's head!" flared the boy. "Oh,
when I'm grown up! Whee!"
Sim Goggins might have be.en decidedly uneasy had he
known the hatred and the depth of purpose of vengeance
that smouldered in the boy's heart!
"He wrecked my mother's life,! He really killed herthe brute!" cried Tom, his face going white at the thought.
"Oh, just wait until I'm bi enough and smart enough!
Won't I get even with that scoundrel, though!"
But Tom realized, with a sigh, that he could not hope
to do anything .against his tormentor until he was of age.
"For anything I do now would only give Sim Goggins
chance to send me to the reform school!" quivered the
.boy. "He's told me, often enough, that he'd do that very
thing if he ever had any trouble with me . . And he'd do it!
He's mean enough- the monster!"

a

So, with a sigh, Tom picked up the harness again and
went industriously to work.
There were six of these harnesses to be cleaned, and
three wagons!
Work enough, surely, for one boy to do, on a sufi.ny
afternoon when nearly everybody else for mile.s around
was either going to the circus, or waiting to go in the
evening.
"If Sim would only use me like a human being!" grumbled the boy. "But, no! That wouldn't save him any in
the end, either! No mat.ter if Sim tried to be good to me,
I could never forget what he . did. to my mother. That'll
always stick until I've made Sim Goggins the sorriest man
alive. I wonder how often I've sworn to make him suffer
as he made my mother suffer !"
. Three of . the harnesses. were cleaned and hung up on
their pegs in the barn.
Tom had just la.id a pa.rt of the fourth harness across
his lap when he heard the sound of wheels down at the
gate.

It was a bright-looking wagon, drawn by a good horse,
came up the drive-way.
And it was a sm.a.rt, capable-looking young man who
drove the horse.
Had Tom been less green, though, and more experienced in the ways of the world, and in judging peopl e, he
would have seen something shifty and unsatisfactory in
t he look in the young man's face.
"Good-afternoon!" hailed the newcomer, a.s lie drew up
before the back door. "Everybody gone but you, eh?"
~hat

BURN.

"Yes," Tom admitted, pleasantly enough, for he had
no grouch against this stranger.
"Too bad you couldn't go, too, but I suppose you'll get
to the show to-night. I'm going to-night myself."
"No such luck as that for me," r eplied Tom Norton,
i:haking his head.
"Say, is that so?" demanded the stranger, with a look
of interest. "Folks here don't use you very well? That's
a beastly shame. I know I was al\l"ays mighty anxious to
get to the circus when I was a kid. I still enjoy going.
Tell you. what, boy-what's your name?"
"Tom Norton,'' our hero answered, quietly.
"Tom, you watch your chance to slip away, and be at the
tent door at just eight o'clock to-night, and I'll have a
ticket ready for you, and you can go in with me."
"Oh, I'm awfully obliged," cried Tom, gratefully. "But
it wouldn't work. Sim Goggins will be here, and he
keeps me working later'n eight o'clock every evening.
H e'd stay right here to ·See that I keep at the job, too.
But I'm awfully obliged.?'
"Well, I'm mighty sorry," said the shanger, and his
tone did sound sorry. "But, see here, Tom, here's the
quarter that it'd cost you to get in. If you can't. get to
the show, get something else with the quarter."
"Say, I don't want this," replied Tom, flushing, as he
handed the quarter that the stranger, now mi.t of the
wagon, had pressed into his ha~d.
"Yes, you do,'' smiled the stranger. "I never saw a
hard-worked, busted boy' yet that didn't want a quarter.
Now, don't make any bones about it, Tom. Just take it,
and r emember that a quarter means n'Othing to me. I
won't be your friend if you don't keep that quarter."
With r enewed thanks, our hero dropped the coin into
his trousers pocket.
"And now,'' went on the stranger, "I'll attend to my
own business. I'm the sewing-machine man."
" Ar e you?" _Tom inquired. "I'm sorry, but you can't
sell one here. :M:r.s. Goggins got one last week."
Sim had opened hi g heart to the extent of buying his
slavish wife a brand-new costly sewing-machine.
But that was only because the old one was utterly worn
out, and Sim figured that the work hls wife could do on a
good machine would soon pay for the expense.
"I know all about the new machine," smiled the stranger. "That's what I'm here about. I met Goggins in
town, and talked him and his wife into having some new
attachments fitt~c1 to the machine. Sim said you'd t ell me
where it was. I'm to t ake it and have it back in the
morning with: Hie new attachments. Wh ere . is the machine?"·
"In tlie sitting-room. I'll show you," replied Tom, rising and leading the way in side.
"I'll tr.v t he machine a bit before I p11t it in the wagon,"
said the stranger , sitting down at t.he machine. "I won't
need you, Tom, if you've got anything to do."
"I am a bit busy," the boy admitted. "But wlien you
come to lifting, call me in and I'll help."
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Back to the dirty harness went Tom.
He felt like thumping the other boy, who was about his
After a little while the stranger came with the bag own age and size.
But Sim Goggins would take a prompt hand in the row,
, which our hero supposed contained his tools.
"Now you can help me,'' hinted the stranger, after plac- so what was the use?
The other members of the Goggins family had just goting his bag in the wagon.
ten out of the wagon.
" All right,'' Tom answered, cheerfully enough.
He and the stranger between them easily got the sew~
"Give him a cut ~ the legs!" called Bunch, who, nine
ing-machine into the wagon.
years old, was nearer a hundred in .mean wickedness.
"Now, good-by, Tom. I'll see you to-morrow. .And
Lug had half a mind to use the whip again:, despite the
say-slip off ·some time this evening, if you can get the flash in Tom's eyes, but Sim was calling:
"Come here, ye lazy, good-fer-nothing!''
chance. Even half of the show is better than no circus
at all."
Tom went, on the run, to avoid any dangeT of friction
"I gueas so," '_I'om nodded.
with Lug.
"You never saw a circus?"
"What d'ye mean by going to sleep in the day-time like
"Never."
that?" demanded Sim, glaring at the youngster.
''What a beastly shame!" scowled the stranger. "Then
HWell, my work was done,'' argued the boy. "I had a
try all the harder 't o see a part of the show to-night."
heap of it to do, too, and I helped the sewing-machine
"I'll try," Tom responded. But there was not much of age:µt besides."
hope in his voice. ·
"Sewing-machine agent?" repeated Sim.
"What
"Good-by!"
agent?"
"Good-by, and thank you."
· "ViThy, the one you sent here to get the machine."
After the stranger had gone, Tom slipped his hand down
"That I sent here for the_:_ What on earth are ye talkinto his pocket over the twenty-five cent piece.
·
ing about?"
It did seem good to feel it there!
"Didn't you send a man here to get the machine and
With an almost guilty look on his face Tom took it out
take it away?"
,
and looked at it long and wonderingly.
"No, I didn't!" roared Sim.
It was the first time in his life that he had ever had any
"Oh-good Lord!" gasped Tom, his face white · with
money of his own,
terror.
"If Sim Goggins saw this!" quivered the boy. "But he
He saw the air thick with trouble now.
won't!"
"Do ye mean to say that ye've let anybody cart off th~t
For some time the boy stood staring at the coin, and
sewing-machine?" demanded Sim, ferociously.
thinking of all that money meant in the world. Not,
His wife, with a gasp and a ' sob, had darted into the
though, that he had ever had much chance to know anyhouse. ·
thing about that from experience! ·
"Oh, it's gone!" she wailed, from inside.
Then, with a guilty start, he turned back to the work.
With an oath Sim darted into the house, lea~ing Tom
But he toiled with a lighter heart, now that he was a
Norton
out there on the back platform wishing that the
capitalist in a way.
end
of
the
world would come to an end in a hurry.
He didn't cherish any hope of being able to get to the
"Gone!" bellowed Sim, from inside.. "I wonder what
circus, but he was able to frame a dozen delicious plans
else?" .
· for spending that precious quarter!
So well did he work that harnesses and wagons were
Tom shook as if he had a volcano inside of him . .
cleaned spick-and-span, and back in the barn, before it
For the first time he realized how green he had been
was time for the folks to return.
in allowing a stranger to walk away with that machine,
Now Tom seated himself under an apple-tree ·in the that had cost the whole of seventy dollars.
yard, closed his eyes, and-well, the boy was worn out with
"Fool! Idiot!" jeered Bunch.
"Greeny! Crazy!" sneered Lug, right at his elbow.
a whole summer of work. He dropped off asleep.
Swish! It was a stinging blow across the soles of his
"Oh, shut up!" cried Tom, dully.
"Sass me, will ye?" cried Lug, doubling his fists.
bare feet that brought him back to life.
As Tom opened his eyes, with a muffled yell, he saw L,u g
Bifft He struck Tom a stinging blow in the chest. ·
But Tom hadn't a ghost of fight in him at that instant,
Goggins standing there, swinging the whip for another
flip.
• for now he heard Sim's bull-like voice announcing:
"Sleepy-head!" jeered Lug.
"That feller swiped the sixty dollars I had hid in the
Swish! There _wasn't time to dodge that lash. Tom I family. Bible!"
got another cut across his feet before he had time to leap 1 Tom's head was whirling.
"Oh, ye fool!" snarled Lug.
up.
"You are poison mean, ain't you, Lug?" demanded our j Trip! He shot a foot between our hero;s legs, sending
hero.
Tom down to the earth.
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Tom was up again, his eyes blazing despite the pallor something husky in his throat, as he turned to look at the
of his face.
little tot. "Don't be afraid. Your father'll never hurt me
He would have made a rush at Lug, but Sim had him again!"
in that hea';Y right hand.
For a brief time Sim Goggins was so mad that he did"You little fool!" hissed Sim, quiveringly, "is that all n't dare trust himself to speak.
ye're good fer? To let any stranger thet wants go clean
Then again, violent as he sometimes was, Sim had a
through the house."
deep, crafty side to his nature.
"Oh, the solid silver spoons that my poor first husband
He felt that now a thrashing would be worse than
gave me are gone, too!" shrieked Mrs. Goggins, from in- thrown away on our hero.
side, and Tom knew that another fearfully black mark
It would be far better to make the boy realize his helpwas scratched up against him.
lessness.
Poor woman! She had tried to be as good to our hero
"Tom, ye lazy loafer," began the man, "what ye need to
as she had da.i:ed to be, but those spoons, a souvenir of hap- put some sense into ye is good, hard work. Ye'll have to
pier days, had been her one treasure for six years!
do a man's work before ye can make believe ye are a man.
"It's easy seen what ye're good for!" growled Sim Gog- Come along!"
·
gins, tightening his grip on Tom's shoulder until it hurt.
Sim, his brow as black as the sky when a thunderstorm
"Ye've had life too easy! Thet's what ails ye! Ye're like is coming, led the way to the front yard.
yer mother-a lazy, shiftless, sneaking, no-good--"
Tom, after a momentary pause, followed.
Whisk!
He was not afraid now, but he had the habit of obeying
"Stop that!" cried Tom, as he pulled away. "Sim Gog- ground into him.
gins, you can say what you like about me, but if ever
Sim stopped before a great stone that lay there on the
ag!OO. you say a word against my mother--"
ground.
"Well, what?" blazed the farmer.
It had dropped there from a stone drag two or three days
"You'll be sorry to the end of your days-that's what!" before.
cried Tom, his trembling gone and his color coming back.
The stone weighed at least three hundred and fifty
He was no longer a boy. He looked like a man now, as pounds.
he stood there at bay, his head up, his eyes blazing, bis
"Thet stone's been lyin' here too long,'' declared Sim,
nostrils quivering.
.looking at the boy with beady, shining, crafty eyes.
"Sim Goggins," he went on, in passionate defiance, J , "Do you want me to hitch a horse to the stone drag and
")!OU ruined my mother's life! You killed her with slav- get the crowbar and get the stone on the drag?" asked
ing and cruelty. That was when I was too small to stand Tom, his voice unnaturally quiet. "If you do, I'll have
up for her. l3ut I've never forgotten, and I never will! to have help."
Sim, you scoundrel, for everything you've done to my
"Have help?" snarled Sim. "N nt a bit o' help will ye
mother you'll answer for to me-ten times over! Remem- get."
ber that!"
,,·
"But I don't believe I can bar that on to the drag
alone."
~
"Who aslCed ye to?" growled Sim.
"Then what do you want me to do?" Tom demanded,
CHAPTER II.
in the same unnaturally quiet voice.
"What do I want ye to do?" mocked Sim. "I want ye
THE TllME OF HIS LIFE.
to pick up that stun in yer arms, and carry it out back
o' the barn!"
"Aw! Whee! Ain't he smart?" sneered Lug.
"Don't ta.lk nonsense," advised the boy, in the same
"Soak him, pop!" ai.vised Bunch. "Soak him good!" quiet voice.
But Sim Goggins stood amazed for a few seconds.
1 He had squared his shoulders and thrown his head back
He had never dreamed that there could be so much once more.
epirit in this tame, green, patient, hard-working youngBoth his fists were clenched at his sides, and lie · was
11ter.
looking Goggins squarely in the eyes, without a particle
But now, as he stood glaring at young Norton, the man of fear in bis own blue eyes.
felt a sense of something like fear tugging at him.
If Sim bad had sense in his rage he would have gone
Mrs. Goggins, who had come to the door just in time to 1slow.
.
hear our hero's defiance, was too staggered even to think.
But, with an oath, be sprang forward, pointing with one
Only one cheering voice sounded.
hand at the stone, and shaking the other in the boy's face.
Little Bess, not quite five, Sim's child by his last wife, J "Pick up that stun and take it out behind the barn!"
and .a devoted admirer of Tom's, piped up shrilly:
, roared Sim.
.
"Don't you hurt my Tom, daddy!" .
I "If I could lift that rock!" snorted Tom, "I'd shove
"Thank you, Bess, darling,'' murmured the boy, with 1 it down your lying throat!"
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"A liar, ·am I?" roared Goggins. "I'll teach ye, ye
"Let· me get up, Tom," he whined, in a voice half-way
upstart!"
. between ordering and pleading.
'rom's stepbrothers grinned with glee over the royal. "Not until you'll be decent,'' flared our hero. "And
thumping that was coming to Tom.
J you keep away, Lug, unless you want worse than your dad's
"You said things about my mother that were black got," warned Tom, as he saw Goggins' eldest sneaking up
lies."
to renew the attack.
Sim leaped forward.
Bunch was no good at all. Shaking and white~faced,
He should have known better.
ready to bawl, Bunch had fled to the porch, frotn which
Tom Norton was so mad that there was no stopping he looked on in terror.
him now. ·
Lug, too; drew back out of harm's way'.
Bump! Tom's foot landed 'squarely on Sim's. abdomen. 1 "Let me up, Tom," begged the farmer again.
It was a hard kick, too, from the hardest kind of
"Not until you say you've had enough."
bare foot!
"!--" began Sim, but hesitated.
Whumpl It was Sim, sitting down with force, his wind
"Well?" insisted the boy.
too far gone for him even to gasp.
"l-1-l'v~ · ha.d enough." ·
Flop! Tom leaped at his persecutor, and that rush car"Admit that you're a liar!"
ried Sim over on his back.
"Er-er?-what's that?"
Biff! smash! Those · two blows, from Tom's toil-hard"Admit that ~ou lied in what you said about mv mothened fists, caught the farmer on the nose and on his left · er."
eye.
"Ye young scallawagl"
"Here, you rascal!" screamed Lug, darting fqrward to
"Admit you lied!"
pull our hero off.
"I won't!"
But Tom was ready in plenty of tinie.
Thump! That blow cut Sim's lower lip against his
He leaped up, dealing Lug a blow on ths tip of the jaw
teeth. It loosened a co~ple of teeth, too.
that sent him down in a heap.
More than that, Tom's eyes, as they blazed down into
Then back on Sim, who hadn't got wind enough yet to
the farmer's, ' were so full of hate that the big fellow
stir, fell the boy.
winced.
Pounding and hammering on that rough, seamy face,
"I-I lied,'' he admitted.
the maddened boy was having the time of his life, all in ..
"And you've lied {)ften ?"
a half-minute.
1
"Ye-es."
"Tom, Tom! Don't!" screamed Mrs. Goggins, rushing
forward.
· "You admit, Sim Goggins, that you lie more often than

a\

"It's too late to stop me now," grated the boy. "I've you.tell th~ truth?"
.
.
.
got to have this out-and I'm going to!"
Sim hesitated, but he saw one of those dreaded fists
Biff! smash! pound! And Sim hadn't yet gotten his . poised over his head.
wind in shape for fighting back.
"I'm a terrible big liar," he whined.
"Get up, Tom. Let him go!" gasped white-faced Mrs.
"Good for you! Now, don't dare get up for a minute.
Sim.
Because, if you do, I'll come back and give yo.u a heap
"I won't-not till I'm through!" cried the boy, sav- worse than you've had so far!"
agely.
With that T"om Norton was up and off like a flash.
"He'll send ye to the reform school!"
He darted straight toward Lug.
"He can send me where he likes when I'm through . That youth, seeing our hero coming, turned paler than
with him,'' vented the boy.
before, and turned tail, too.
He landed another vicious blow on one of Sim's eyes.
"Don't ye dare touch me, or ye'll be sorry!" screamed
"Stop!" whimpered the bully.
Lug, desp.erately, ·as he sprinted for all he was worth.
"Have you got enough?" queried Tom, resting, but' still
The terrified fugitiVe ran straight down the yard.
astride the other's chest.
·
"Pop! Pop! C'ome and get him!" screamed J,ug,
"I'll snow ye!" gasped Sim.
hoarsely.
''Then I'll show you, foo. Two can play at tliat!"
But Tom cauglit his enemy, just under an apple-tree.
Tom's hard fist came down tliree times more on that
Switch! Tom slammed the blubbering youth up against
hated and now battered face.
the trunk of the tree.
.T hen, indeed, Lug yelled lustily, shrieking for mercy,
crstop, I tell ye," cried Sim, now almost pleading-ly.
"pon't you try to get up and throw me off," warned too, while Tom landed four heavy blows on his coward's
young Norton. "If you do I'll push in the whole front face.
"Don't you ever dare open . your mouth to me again,
of your race!''
And Sim, utterly terrified, now, by this young lion, Lug!" was Tom's parting word; as he turned away f!'om
his howling· victim.
lay still.
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As for !4ug, he sank down on the gro\llld, bawli!:ig as if reflected, "and from there I can look down at the house.
his heart were broken.
Maybe I can see what they're doing."
Back up the yard da13hed Tom.
He crept out 'slowly, wretchedly, with a sense that there
Bun.ch saw th e victor corning, and set up a. howl of ter- was little need of hurry,
ror.
But at last he gained a olump of sweet-fern behind
"You needn't run, Bunch!" flared Tom. ''You deserve which he could hide his head, and from here he could see
the Goggins house and gi·ounds laid out before in the
a mighty good licki11g, but you're tpo small for me."
Sim Goggins was sitting on the ground. He was too hollow.
dazed yet to get up.
"There1s Ma'am Goggins, crying still, just as I left her,"
B,esides, he warn' t by any means sure th&t it was safe murmured the boy. "Poor soul! What a pity Sim can't
to get up.
die and leave her free and with enough money to be
That is always the w&y with bullies. When they're happy on. ~ut I'll bet he's left all his money to those
thumped a-plenty the last bit of courage has oozed out of two sneaking boys !" ·
.them.
Next he saw Bunch, idling listl essly around the yard ,
"Don't cry, Bess, darling!" whispered the boy, gently, I Lug, .sitting on the grass, was cle~ning the rifle.
· stopping to pick the little tot up in his arms, " Brother'll
"He's afraid I 'll come back in the night and murder
come back and be good to you one of these days ~"
him," clicked Tom. "How little those ~ind of people
He kissed her twice, then put her qtii ckly down.
k~ow my kind!"
"Thank you, ma'am, for being good t o me when you
Then another thought struck him .
could," called Tom, with a swift glance at Mrs. Goggins,
" Say1 they haven't had supper yet," the boy muttered.
who now sat on the porch step, her apron up to her face, " Then that means that Sim has gone off somewhere-- on
swaying back and forth as she cried softly.
mischief, of course !"
Tom darted past th€ back of the house.
And the . opinion was confirmed, a minute later, when
A thought made him stop at the wood-shed door.
Tom Norton saw the Goggin; wagon, moving swiftly, roll
There, in the corner, stood the rifle, loaded.
into the scene.
Tom snatched it up, then put it down again, quickly. "There's Sim!" quivered the fu gitive. "And that's
"What would I want that thing for?" he asked himself, Constl}ble Brewe:r on the seat with him!"
impatiently. "I wouldn't shoot anybody!"
Tom felt his heart go suddenly still.
Putting the gun in its place, he ran out behind the
He felt "queer" all over.
other out-buildings.
It's one thing to dread a bad fate-another thing to be
He kept on until he came to the woods.
sure of it!
Here, after going in a little way, he 'turned sharply to
"Calling in the constable," quavered Norton, "mea.ns
his left.
that I'm booked for the reform school!"
The woods, in this direction, led up over a hill.
Between the woods and the road there were a few acres
of open pasture.
Stuinbling, fagged-out from the nervous $train, the poor
CHAPTER III.
youngster sank down just inside the woods.
"I'm an outlaw now, all right, I reckon!" he clicked.
LUG GETS SQUARE.
"But I couldn't help it. ;rt might have been all right if
he hadn't stirred up that old hate I've always felt for him
"Maybe they'll catch me, but I don't believe it will be
on mother's account." to-night," muttered Tom.
But TGm, as his passion cooled off, became very sober
He watched until he saw Constable Brewster and Sim
indeed.
get out of th e wagon, after which Lug led the animal t o
He did not regret what he had done. He could not see the barn.
The two men went inside of the house.
how he could have done differentJy.
"But, if I can't manage to get away, somehow, I'll be
"Oh, Lord, I wish I could see Ed!" muttered the fugiup against it, sure, now!" he told himself.
tive. "I wonder if I couldn't get around to his house
For a while he simply couldn't move. He was too used- after dark. Or will they have someone watching, .on the
suspicion that I'll go to Ed's house?"
up-too passion-spent.
So he lay there on the cool grass, panting like a dog
Ed Murray was the sole fell ow on earth that Tom really
that hp.s had to run for its life.
cared a heap for.
But, by Q.egrees, he became cooler.
They had been chums at school since their first day of
It was growing close to dark, too, as he , discovered, learning their A B C's.
They had grown up together, the thicke3t kind o!
presently.
"I can creep out into the pasture on my stomach," he chums.
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Ed had always had to contribute everything to the part- even doubted if he would have a chance to say good-by to
'
Ed Murray.
nership, but that made no kind of difference.
From whistling the passer-by had dropped into singEd was the only child of Murray, the blacksmith, who
ing.
was a fairly prosperous man.
Always Ed had been content to supply everything in
Toni started, sitting up.
the way of boy's belongings, for he liked Tom Norton
"Why--" he gasped, then sprang up and ran across
better than any fellow that he had ever known.
the pasture as fast as he could go.
The boys had formed strong plans of being partners to"Ed!" he called, pantingly. "Ed!"
gether when they grew up.
The figure of a youth a little way up the road stopped.
Through the summer months Ed's only chance to .see Then:
our hero had lain in .coming to the Goggins place and
"Sh!" came the reply.
working alongside our hero in order to be with him.
Ed Murray came softly back, but moving very quickly,
Sim had natu:rally enough encouraged a chum-ship and holding out his hand.
that meant the occasional services of another and unpaid
"Tom, old fellow!"
laborer.
"Ed!"
But Ed, though deepising Sim as heartily as our he.ro
"Oh, it's too infernally bad!" grumbled Ed. "Say, Tom,
did, had not minded being made use of if it ga:ve him a
have you got to go a~ay [ Clear out, I mean?"
chance to be with Tom.
"I'm afraid so," admitted young Norton, with a rueful
"I've got to leave Ed behind i:f I get away . from here,
smile. "But come in away from the road, Ed. We might
too," thought young Norton, with a sudden wistful smile.
be seen here. That wouldn't do for me."
Dark was coming down fast now.
"I know," nodded Ed, shifting the shotgun that he carAfter the warm day, it looked as if it would be a cloudy
ried over to his other shoulder.
night.
Somehow, as they stole across the pasture, Tom seemed
Tom could no longer distinguish things . clearly a.t the
to see that shotgun for the first time.
Goggins house, so he rolled ovei; on his back, looking up
"Here,_we can get in here," suggested Tom, halting at
at the stars as he thought and wondered.
"Crackey! There's one thing I forgot," he thought, the first clump of bushes they came to, perhaps eighty
.
with a sudden start. "I'm mighty hungry, and it's going I yards from the r~ad. .
to be worse. Why didn't I think of that? I could have I They crawled m behmd the curtam of leaves.
taken something from the pantry just before I jumped ( "Just come from town?" questioned Tom.
"Yep."
.
away.
"I can go down there, anyway, I guess, late at night, ~'T~en what Y?U doing with-that?" queried Tom,
when they're a.11 asleep," he reflected, resting his hands pornbng to the shotgun.
across that empty stomach. "The pantry window's so I "Why-er-er-I didn't know," stammered Ed, "but
loo.se I can pry the hook. And there's nobody sleeps close what you might need it."
Tom almost laughed, l,iitter as he felt.
enough to the pantry to hear me. But, cr~ckey! I've got
"Why, Ed," he demanded, "what could I possibly need
hours to wait! Thinking of how good I thumped Sim and
a gun for?"
Lug ain't going to stop the gnawing any."
"I didn't know," muttered Ed. "Seeing that you're to
Then, as Tom was a conscientious boy, another thouglft
be hunted for--"
stung him.
"Did you think I'd kill a constable who tried to arrest
"Have I any right to break into that pantry? Would it
me?" wondered Tom.
·be stealing? Burglary?"
"I-I suppose it was kinder foolish to bring the gun,"
But the questionworked out to his satisfaction.
"I've worked as hard as anybody for everything that's Ed: assented. "But' I brought it, anyway. ,Say, how about
in that pantry. I've done a man's work for nothing. I eating?"
"Don't speak of it," groaned Tom.
guess I'll feel entitled to grub enough to hold me over two
"Why not?" questioned Ed, bringing out a paper parcel
or three meals."
So he lay there, just waiting, waiting, until the stars from under his jacket.
"Ed! Ed Murray! Is that something to eat?"
told him that it was late enough to go on a forage aftei:
"Nothing but ham sandwiches,'' grinned the other boy,
food.
as he snapped the string off the paper and handed the
Would that time never come?
Out on the hill road that ran by the pasture someone parcel over. "Are they any good to you, Tom?"
Good? Tom Norton couldn't have told how good! Four
was coming along.
Whoever it was, he was not sneaking, for that t'raveler great, thick sandwiches-and out of the pantry of such a
was whistl~ng-and whistling one of the tune~ that he and cook as Ed's mother.
"Don't mind if I fall right to work," begged Tom~
Ed used to whistle together.
"Go ahead."
Used to? It all seemed like the past, now, for Tom

•
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"How did you hear about-this?" queried Tom, aft~r he
had finished the fi:r:st sandwich. '
"Why, everybody in town knows now, I reckon," Ed
replied. "News travels fast in Rock Center, you know.
Even the circus to-night hasn't kept folks from talking
about what you've done."
"What do they say I"~e done?" asked Tom, in the middle of the second sandwich. How good it tasted!
"Why, they say almost everything, except arson and
murder."
,"Arson? What's that?" Tom demanded, stopping his
eating for a moment.
"Why, setting fire to folks' houses."
"I may do that, later," decla.r ed Tom.
"Oh, say- don't!" gasped Ed, sitting up straight and
looking earnestly at his chum.
"I mean,'' smiled Tom, "folks may say I did something
like that. They seem willing to believe anything."
"But_ you know they've only Sim Goggins' word for
what happened."
"Folks who'll believe Sim Goggins will believe anything," retorted Tom, with unsla.cked relish as he began
the third sandwich.
"Well, Sim Goggins ca.me down to town and swo.re out
a warrant--"
"A warrant, did he?" cried Tom, in sudden dismay.
"I believe so. An)"way, he got Brewster, the constable,
to drive off with him."
"I know. I saw them at the 'house, from this pasture."
"But what did happen, Tom?"
'
"Can you wait until I get through with these sandwiches?"
"Of course I can. I can wait all night. That was what
I had in mind when I came off up this way, whistling
and singing. I thought you might be lying low, somewhere around here, and would hear,me."
"I'm mighty glad you came, Ed,'' gulped T'om, into the
fourth sandwich now. "I was wondering if I'd get any
chance to see you before I skipped."
"Yes, I s'pose you've got to skip," ,sighed Ed, dismally.
Tom finished up his last sandwich in great shape.
"Had enough?" asked Ed:
1
" Loads."
"Then this package will last you for breakfast," added
Ed, passing over another paper parcel.
Tom stowed it beside him with gratitude.
"And here's this,'' added Ed, holding out a disk i that
was whitish and shiny.
"What's this?"
· "'l'he dollar that dad gave me, so I could ask you to the
circus to-night."
"Oh, Ed, are you missing that?"
Tom's voice rang with disappointment.
"What's the odds?" demanded Ed, warmly. "Wouldn't
I rather be with you, Tom, than at any blamed old circus?
And what fun would I have at the circus while I :was wondering all the while if Brewster had caught you?"

"Yes, I suppose so," nodded Norton, wretchedly. "But
s~y, Ed, I ca.n't 1take this money."
"Why not, I'd like to know?" flared up the other.
"Haven't you got to get somewhere? And if you walk
you'll fall into the constable's hands. But if you can only
get safe on a train a dollar'll carry you out of the state
altogether. You're going away, ain't you? Out of the
state, I mean?"
"I don't know, Ed. ~ haven't been able to think yet."
"But if you stay in the state they'll catch you. And
but of the state they can't."
"Is that so?" Tom demanded, eagerly, as he opened his
eyes.
"Say, you really are green, ain't you, Tom?" demanded
Ed, with friendly frankne8s.
"I suppose so. Must be too green to burn, even," our
hero admitted, with a sigh. · ''If I hadn't been I don't suppose things would have happened as 'they did this afternoon."
"But what on earth did happen, Tom? Why don't you
tell a fellow ?"
Tom, t.hereupon, gave a, detailed account of the happenings at the Goggins farm.
Ed listened with a dark face until the narrator came to
the point where Sim and Lug got their dues. Then Ed's
eyes glowed and gleamed with appreciative joy.
"Oh, I wish I'd seen that!" he cried. "But I heard that
Sim had a rough-looking face. Some folks say that you
took an iron bar to him."
"That must be the way Sim accounts for being licked by
a boy, I reckon,'" advanced Tom, with a bitter smile.
"Well, no one can blame you a bit when they know the
truth,'' Ed declared, warmly. "And they will know, by
to-morrow-everybody in the town. You can trust me for
that. But now about your plans, Tom? Where'll you go,
and what'll you do?"
"Be picked up for a boy tramp, wherever I go, I guess,"
sighed Norton, as he glanced down at his clothing, which
was ·so ragged that it seemed ready to drop off in small
pieces.
"Hain't you got any better clothes down at the house?"
Ed demanded.
"What good would it do if I had?"
"I was wondering if I couldn't sneak in, someh9w, and
get a better suit, a.nd some other things, if you had 'em."
"No, I haven't, and never did have," Tom muttered.
"I always have had to use Lug's things, when he couldn't
use 'em any longer. And Lug never did take care of his
things any too well."
"You've got to have clothes before you can go anywhere and look for a job,'' decided Ed, quickly. "And
you've got to have a little cash in your pocket, too. Oh,
well, we'll fix that _by to-morrow. Keep cool, old fellow,
and I'll show you what a few friends can do.').
To himself loyal Ed added:
"It was only last week Henry Miller offered me twenty
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dollars for this gun. It's a dandy gun, but-but-Tom's
friends have just got to stand by him!"
"Where you going to stay to-night, Tom?" Ed asked,
after a pause.
"Outdoors, somewhere," replied Norton. "I don't just
know where-yet.n
'
"I do!" ripped in a squeaky, overjoyed voice, as a boy
scrambled up from the bushes and darted away toward the
road. "Oh, pop! Brewster! Here, quick! Here's theoutlaw!·;,

9

"Put the iron on this young criminal, Brewster," advised Sim Goggins.
"Now, what would I do that 'for?" demanded the constable. "Tom isn't going to put up any fight, are you,
Tom?"
"Of course not," replied our hero, quietly.
"That's right. I knew you'd be a sensible lad."
"You'll be sorry later, B;rewster, if you don't put the
irons on him," warned Goggins.
"Hold on! hold on!" objected the constable, gruffly. "I
am
making this arrest; you ain't, Sim."
"Lug Goggins, prowling here?" gasped Ed Murray,
"Ha.ve your own way, then," growled Sim.
springing up and looking in dismay toward the spot where
"I intend to. See here, Ed Murray, what are you domg
the boy danced up and down.
out here, a.nd witli a gun, too?"
Tom, too, had leaped to his feet, his jaw dropping.
"Been hunting," Ed re.plied, slowly.
"I:{ustle in there, constable!" bellowed Sim Goggins'
"You'll find, Brewster," quavered the farmer, "that
voice, from the road.
?"
all d C t bl •you'll have trouble on your hands. Brews~er, young Mui-"Thomas Norton, a.re you th ere. c e
·
d th
d ons
h a.. de, ray b rought th a.t gun ou t h ere f or a reason. ,,
11
Brewster, sharply, as he JUmpe
e wa an
urne
"Yah, ya.h! Grub. Look at it!" broke in Lug, espying
· across the pasture.
and snatching up the package of sandwiches that had been
"Yes," replied Tom, dazedly.
intended for our hero's breakfast.
·
"Stand there, then! Don't try to get away!"
"Oh, come along," said B:rewster, · wearily. "Keep at
Poor Tom Norton, though he saw the reform school
.d T
,,
looming up before him, had no ~otion of trying to get ' my si e, om.
"A.11 right."
awa.y.
Toni went, passively enough.
He was no outlaw at heart, and had no 'thought o:f reTh~y crossed the wall and headed toward Rock Center.
sisting the law's officer.
Ed walked at the other side of his chum, still carrying
"Here he is-and got him dead easy!" screamed Lug, the gun.
gleefully, turning and leading the way bravely, now that
Sim and L~g brought up the rear.
he had an officer behind him.
Ed was silent for a long time, as was everyone else.
Then Sim called out something to Brewster, who shouted back the answer over his shoulder.
It was Ed's watched-for chance fo whisper in Norton's
CHAPTER IV.
ear:
"Tom, when you hear my gun go off, don't get rattled,
•
.A. TOUGH NUT TO CR.A.OK.
, and don't pay any attention-no matter what you think
.
.
·
\has happened. Just scoot-and meet me, later, at the
Lug danced around caperrng;ly while Brewster reached · old haunted house of the hermit. Understand?"
out and rested the law's ·heavy hand on Tom's shoulder. \ Brewster had stopped speakina so Tom could only nod
"Sorry this had to happen, lad," said the constable, not , carelessly.
.
"''
unkindly.
j But Ed lagged a good deal now, and, unconsciously,
"So am I," said Tom, dully.
Brewster and the prisoner slowed their pace, too.
"He hit me-soaked me!" screamed Lug. "Now I'll
This brought the Gogginses, father and son, closer to
pay him back!"
them.
With the cudgel tha.t he carried Lug aimed a blow at the
Then, carelessly, as if he had nothing in particular in
young prisoner.
mind, Ed lagged until he fell behind them all on the
But Brewster, ere the blow could land, caught Lug in country road.
the face with a back-handed blow that sent that youngster
Bang!
spinning.
"Oh! 0-o-o-oh!"
"Quit that, you little beast!" growled the constable.
A.s a)l the startled ones turned, they beheld Ed Murray
"You strike my prisoner, and I'll take you, too."
lying flat on his back on the ground, writhing, while smoke
"Stop your :foolishness, Lawrence," commanded Sim still pouted idly from one muzzle of his shotgun.
I "Say, he shot himself!" quiveiaed Lug, always crazy for
Goggins, raising his startled, indignant son.
"I gotter right to hit him!" contended Lug, stormily. excitement. ·
"He hit me!"
I He ran back
"You try it," advised Brewster, gruffly, "and see w hat'll
"Hurry up!" he yelled. "Hurry, and see what haphappen to you!"
pened. Maybe Ed Murray's going to die."
0
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"Ohl 0-o-o-oh!" moaned Ed.
"What happened?" demanded Sim Goggins, darting up.
"Shot myself-accident!" moaned Ed, in a we11.k voice.
"He's going to die!" declared Lug, jumping up and
down in his excitement. "Oh, ain't this great?"
"Shut your noise, you little beast!" growled the constable. "'Let me see, Ed, where you're hit."
"Oh, oh, oh!" murmured Ed, weakly.
"Why, you don't seem to be hit anywhere," announced
the constable, bending close in his inspection.
"He shot himself in the back, then!" guessed Lug.
"Turn him over!"
" I don't believe you're hit at all, Ed/' declared the constable, thrusting one hand under the writhing boy's b.ack.
"Here, let's see if you can sit up. No, sir! There ain't
a drop of blood anywhere."
"It's my head!" gasped Ed.
"Nonsense! There ain't a scratch on your head." :
"It went off right over my shoulder," Ed moaned-, throwing a lot of tremble into his voice.
.
"It scared you-that's all. You ain't hit at all,'' laugh,
ed the constable. "Get up!"
"Brewster!" screamed Lug, with sudden energy: "Where
is Tom Norton?"
With a quick start the constable turned and leaped .to
his feet.
Where was Tom Norton?"
Not anywherE) in sight, certainly!
Tom had had the advantage of a full sixty seconds of
attention drawn 11.way from him.
With woods on both sides of the road at this point he
had been able to make the most of his time.
Ed, on his feet, now, and receiving ·not a bit of the late
attention, was still moaning slightly, and feeling himself
all over.
"Catch that rascal, Norton!" raged Sim Goggins.
"I will," agreed Brewste:i:, "if you'll show him to me."
"You let l{im escape!" roared Goggins.
. "You were as busy looking at young Murray as I was,"
growled the constable.
"It was all Ed Murray's trick!" screamed knowing
Lug.
"Shut up, Lawrence. Maybe we can hear the young
scoundrel going through the woods."
T hey waited, in silence,'save for Ed's moans.
"Keep quiet, Murray," ordered Brewster. "You're not
iit at all."
Then they all · listened, bnt off in the wood1; on either
side all was still, except for the shrill chirping of the katydids.
"We've gGt to find that boy!" quavered Sim Goggins.
"All right," agreed Brewster, dryly. " Where'll we
look first?"
"It was all your fault," raged Goggins. "If you had
ironed him--"
"Ent T didn't," retorted the constable. "So ihat won't
help us now."

BURN:

"Brewster wanted T·om to get away!" sniffed Lug.
"Sim Goggins," uttered the constable, grimly, "if you
don't keep that young pup of yours chained up he'll get
you jn a mess.of trouble through life."
"We'll hurry down the road," decided Sim. "Most likely he just ran straight down the road."
"If you think I'm going to try to run as fast as a sixteen-year-old boy can run when he's. scared, you've made
a mistake," declared Brewster, who was much too stout to
have running wind.
· "Come on, Lug~ IYe'll see if we can cat,ch sight of
hi:ii.1," cried Sim, who had much better running wind.
Ed, wh~ had now "discovered" that he really wasn't
shot, walked along beside Brewster.
"Murray," said that officer, shrewdly,
ain't asking
whether you rigged up that accident on purpose. You
wouldn't tell me straight, anyway. But I want to tell yon,
if. you did put up that job, you did it smoothly. for a
fa.c t!"
"If you think I'm trying to shoot my head off for a
joke, · you've got a queer idea of fun!" uttered Ed, con temptuously.
Brewster said no more. He had his own ideas, that
was all, and Lug's conduct that night had made the officer
not sorry that he had lost his prisoner.
Down at the crose-roads they came upon father and
son.
Sim was silent and ugly. He glared at poor Ed as if he
could have killed that youth with pleasure.
"I s'pose we may as well give it \1p, eh?" suggested
Brewster. "After getting away like that the boy won't
walk into our hand s to-night. But to-morrow--"
"I'll have handbills out by to-morrow offering two
hundred dollars rewarc'l for the boy's arrest," lowered
Goggins. "Then I guess you officers can find him-and
hold on to him, too."
"Sorry we lost him. Good-night!'' answered Brewster,
curtly.
Ed, in order not to make the comtable suRpicions, walked RlOWlV all the way into town with the officer.
Ed didn't leave Brewster, in fact, until they reached
the Murray house.
Rven then Ed stood chatting a few moments with the
constable.
And T om-?
He had darted, at the first chance, into the woods at
his right.
Not mor e t han a hnndr ed and fifty feet into the woorh
hail lie tried to go.
And t here our hero heard all that was said after thr rfol"Ov<'rv of l1ii:i flirrht.
Yet he did not fear the result of a search in thoRe Clark.
fleep woods.
.
For young Norton l1ad noiseleRsly climbed a tree ere 11is
flight was discovered, and now he rested secure up among
the branches, thirty feet from the grotmd.
"Sav. but Ed's the kind of friend to have when a fol-
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In the next instant 'l'om Norton fairly screamed.
low's in trouble!" Tom told himself, glowingly. "There
For there was a moving in the bushes close to him that
ain't anything green about him, even if I am too green
made his flesh creep.
myself to b11rn!"
He might have thought it was Ed, but this something
Then Tom heard the 'party going off down the road.
But, there being no rush, he waited for some minutes coming at him out of the ushes seemed to fairly fly across
space.
before descending to the ground.
And that something bumped into him, and knocked him
"And now for the hermit's house," he directed himself.
·
"Ugh! That's no pleasant place if half the stories told down.
that!
do
wouldn't
Ed
have any truth in them!"
And now, as Tom found himself lying on his back, this
It was, indeed, brave of Ed to propose such a place for
something that had knocked him down, and which looked
their meeting in the night-time.
The house was on the edge of a small lake that stood very much like a real man-dark, short, and thick-set,
in. the heart of lonely woods about half a mile from where and with a close, cropped beard-dove a hand into a rear
pocket.
Tom now stood and debated within himself.
Years ago a hermit had lived there; shunning all his , Out came a revolver.
"Oh, pshaw!" blurted 'T'om, strangely enough no longer
fellowmen.
But one day the body of the hermit had been found in afraid.
"You don't mind these things, eh?" leered the stranger,
the yard behind that old house.
People said the hermit had been murdered for the pointing the weapon at Tom's head.
"It's just a plain, human man!'' throbbed 'l'om. "What
money that he was believed to have kept hidden in the
a fool I was, anyway! Of course there are no real ghosts!"
house.
" What have you got to say for yourself?" demanded t~e
Be that as it may, no one had 'tried to live in the lonely
man with the gun.
house during the last five years.
"What do you want me to say?" Tom queried, blankly.
Indeed, most people didn't care even to go by the house
"What are you doing around here?" caine the sharp
in the daytime.
It was said to be haunted by the spirit of that hermit. <J.ncry.
" I just happened to be here." the boy .answered.
Many were the people around ·Rock Center who believed
" A likely story!"
that a visit to the old haunted house was the same thing
"It'R the tn1th, though."
as inviting sudden and mysterious death for .themselves.
" "Wnat was that about the officers coming here?"
"Ugh! I wish Ed had named some other place," quivTh e man was eyeing our hero keenly.
ered Tom. "I wonder if he'll really go there himself, .on
But this was getting much too close to personal affairs
. a dark night like this?"
Not afraid of ghosts, you say? But, did ·yol.1 ever go, on lo suit young Norton.
"Well, why don't you answer?" cried the other, sharply.
a dark night, to a lonely house that everybody said was
"It's nothing that concerns you,'' retorted Tom, stolor might be haunted?
It'11 easy t o be brave in the daytime, but mighfy few idly.
"I'm rather ·inclined to think it does,'' rejoined the
folks care to go-a.lone-to a supposedly haunted house
other, grimly.
·
on a very dark night!
By this time our hEH"o 'was beginning to see new light on
That was just the way Tom :felt himself.
"But· Ed will go there. Of course he will! So I'm go- affairs.
"Aha," lie muttered, "are the officers looking for you,
ing, to."
·
With that Tom Norton se{ liis face resotutely toward too?"
The man winced, as if someone had struck him a blow.
the lake.
"I didn't say so," he grumbled.
Itad he known tlie woods less well, our lieto could have
"Neither did I,'' came from Tom. "All this talk about
lost himself there.
officers was on your side."
But, as it was, he went straiglit tlirougli to tlie fake.
"Didn't I hear you wondering whether the officers
He stopped, though, under the shadow of the trees, just
as he came in sight of the old house and the water, the would think to come here?"
"Mllybe."
house some two hundred yards distant across the clearing
"Then what did you mean by tliat?"
that the hermit had made when alive.
"None of your business," stoutly declared Tom, who
"I don't s'pose there's any need of going over to the
beginning to get his grit back very thoroughly.
was
"I'll
uncomfortably.
house itself,'' thought young Norton,
"See here, lad, I'm not of the kind that take such an
hear him when he comes, and there ain't much danger
of meeting anyone else here. Unless the officers come!" answer as that! Tell me the whole truth at once, or you'll
know just what it feels like to have a bullet entering your
Unconsciously the boy was speaking aloud.
"I wonder if the officers will think of looking in such a hide!"
"So will you, too!" clicked a voice from the bushes beplace as this?" he went on, still aloud.
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hind. "Put yom: hands up blamed quick-or you get it!"
Mr. Man got his hands up about as quickly as he could,
carrying the revolver up with his right hand.
Then he wheeled, looking into the steadfast eyes of Ed
Murray.
Those eyes were located behind the barrels of his shotgun.
"See here," wheedled the fe11ow, as he kept his hands
up, "we ought not to get along bad together. You two are
friends, ain't you?"
"I guess yes!" came dryly from Ed.
"Well, I know one of you boys, now, and it's all right.
The one that's just getting up from the ground is Sim Goggins' boy. So we ought to get along all right."
"Sim Goggins' boy, am I?" flared Tom. "Then you're
a blamed liar!"
"What?" demanded the fellow who had Ii.is hands up.
"You ain't in with Sim?"
'
"No more than I am with Old Nick himself!" gritted
Tom. "If you're trading on my fri~dship for Sim Goggins-------"
With a sudden plunge the stranger ducked low and ran
-rah for all he was worth!
. ,

- - -/
CHAPTER

V.

THE RIDDLE OF THE WObDJ:i.

"Shall I shoot?" quivered Ed.
"No!" rang sharply in Tom's tone.
Rising, Ed shouldered his gun.
"I ought to have shot," he said simply.
"We haven't any right to go around shooting folks."
"But he was threatening to shoot y-0u."
"His breaking the la.w wouldn't help us out in doing it,
Ed .."
·
Crack! Whew-ew-ew! whizz-zz!
Mr. Stranger had halted down among the trees and
had fired plumb at them.
Even in the dark it was such a good shot that the bullet
passed between the boys' heads.
. "Gracious!" gasped Ed.
Raising his gun, he fired like a flash.
But another shot came from tlie revolver. That rascal
had the range uncomfortably close.
Someone was going to get killed if they stayed there!
"Run, Tom!" quavered Ed, and fired the second b;i.rrel
of his gun.
Two more shots from the revolver pursued them as they
went helter-skelter along the nearest path.
As they ran Ed opened his gun, slipping in two more
shells.
Nor did the youngsters stop nnning until. they had covered a good quarter of a mile.

Then, winded by the sprint they had made, both stop-·
ped, blowing hard. 1
"He-ain't fo11owin~ us-or-he'd shoot!" Ed declared.
"Let's stop and get our wind," whispered Tom.
Stop they did, but Ed, with both hammers of his gun
up, kept a mighty alert watch.
"Say, what do you make of that?" gasped Murray, after
a few moments.
·
"Think we had a mighty luGky escape," retorted Tom,
grimly.
"But what did that fellow get mad about?"
"Blessed if I know," uttered .Tom, slowly. "But of
course there must have been a reason. Now, let's think it
out. N? trouble happened until we got close to the hermit's haunted house. Then that fellow showed up, and
seemed mighty mad over my being there. He didn't like
my few words about officers, either. And this Mr. Man
doesn't hesitate to shoot to kill. So what's the guess?"
· "It's something to do with the haunted house it<lel£,"
guessed Ed.
"It must be. And another thing! That fellow spoke as
if he knew Sim Goggins, and considered Sim to be all
right. H those two fellows know each other well then
there's something Wrong With Sim, just as there is with
Mr. Man! '. '
"Gracious! That's so," nodded Ed, -Opening his eyes.
"Now, Mr. Man wouldn't have caught me if he hadn't
been coming my way. Doesn't that look as if he was
head~d over to the county road? And don't Sim live just
off the county road. Now, if Mr. Man was headed that
way, and has a good opinion of Sim Goggins, ain't it likely
that Mr. Man and Sim are thinking of meeting? Mr. Man
would seem to have that idea, anyway."
"You beli~ve Mr. Man is going to call on Sim?" asked
Ed, wonderingly.

"I don't know. But I do know that. I hear somebody
coming up the path now. Don't you?'"
Ed gave a close ear to the path, and nodded quickly.
"Come along on tip-toe, and dust fast," whispered Tom.
"But don't make any noise."
It was not long ere they came out close to the county
road.
But Tom dragged his chum swiftly in behind the
bushes.
We can see the path from here," he whispered. "And
we can see if the fellow coming is Mr. Man. If it is we'll
see if he's headed Sim's way."
It was not long before the sound of steps down tlie path
reached the ears of the listeners.
. Both lay low, but ~sed their eyes in the dark for all they
were worth.
Yes, it was the stranger who came out of the woods.
Both boys recognized him at about the same instant,
though neither let his lips move.
But Mr. Man, now that he had reached the county road
.
'
did not seem in a hurry.
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Leaning against a tree, he took out a cigarette and light-I "But, Ed, we've got to get into that house. Sim Gog. ed it.
gins is engaged in some _mysterious business. Crooked
Tom and Ed looked at each other without speaking.
business, most likely. Ed, I've got to find out what that
"He's waiting for someone," was what their eyes said, business is!"
.
and b-Oth boys nodded that they understood the mute mes"Why have you?" asked Ed, looking wonderingly at his
sage.
chum. "Especially when it seems certain that we'll get
The minutes dragged by, but the stranger did not ap- into big trouble if we follow this thing up too far."
pear to be impatient.
"Why?" pulsated Tom. "Why? Because, Ed Murray,
He had lighted and smoked two more cigarettes before if Sim Goggins is up to something really crooked I've got
the sound of wagon wheels reached the ears of all three. to know all about it. I've got to show him up and bring
Then a fa;st-stepping horse came up.
him to book. Why, Ed, this is my great chance to even up
Tom recognized it at once as one of Sim's horses.
with Sim Goggins all the big grudge I've got against
Then the driver pulled up, asking, softly :
him!"
"All right?"
"All right."
"Something kept me waiting," mumbled Sim. "But
CHAPTER VI.
jump ~ in."

Mr. Man sprang nimbly up beside Sim.
Then Goggins drove down the path through the woods
to the haunted house.
That path was just about wide enough f?r a horse to get
through comfortably.
"If we follow, we'll know a good deal," blazed Tom,
springing up as soon as Sim's light wagon had disappeared.
He began to run down the path before he saw whether
Ed was really game to follow.
But Ed was game. No mistake about that!
"That's a good hor~e!" panted Ed.
"Too good for us," panted Tom. "But still, we can
reach the haunted house only a few minutes behind the
nag.
They kept up their hard run until forced to pause for
wind.
Then they walked, for a while, before they again broke
into a run.
.
But it was Tom wlio at last gave the signa1 for another
halt.
"We're so blamed close to the house now," he whispered, "that we'd better walk, and go softly at that."
So they stole forward, with an ever-increasing feeling
of awe inside as· they got nearer to the dread spot.
"What's that?" whispered Tom, sharply holding up his
chum.
Botli listened.

•
I

IN THE DEN OF TERROR.

of having a chum?
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But Tom slowed up as th~y came to the clearing before
the house.
"Let's look the place over well,'' he whispered. "I
don't believe there's anyone around."
"I hope not."
"Come along-on tip-toe. We'll see if there's any way
of getting inside."
Ed went along, but he kept his shot-gun in instant
readiness for use.
First of all Tom led the way up to the door.
. Getting close, they wen~ more slowly.
The last ten yards, side by side, they moved forward a
step at a time, pausing to listen after each step.
"It's all right," Tom's nod seemed to say.
Then they went closer to the close~, darkened door.
They were almost at the threshold, when-A dull, bluish, most unearth~ light glowed out overhead.
Yet it was impossible for the startled boys to t~ll just
where that light came from.
It was there; that was all they knew.
Those unearthly, dull rays of blue light fell over their
faces, seeming to give each a ghostly look.
"0-o..o-o-o-oh!"
It was a most unearthly moan that seemed to come from
inside the house.
"Gracious!" almost screamed Ed, darting back.
The
Tom could feel his own .hair standing up on end.
cold chills ran all the way down his spine.
"0-0-0-0-0-oh !"

1

"You can search me!"
"No,'' said Norton, slowly and gravely, "I'm going to
search the house."
Ed glared at his chum as if he thought he had a lunatic
to deal with.
"What are you talking about, Tom N or,ton ?"
"The house! I'm going back to it. I'm going to have
a look-in."
"Oh, forget it!"
"I couldn't. I've got to know the reason for that queer
light. And you remember that moan, Ed?,,
"I can't forget it," shuddered the other boy.
"Either that voice was meant to fool us, and scare us,
or else somebody is suffering, Ed. We have simply got to
find out which. Suppose somebody's dying there?"
Ed looked sober. He wasn't a coward, and he didn't
like to look like one.
"I suppose we really ought to go back, Tom."
Norton's eyes glowed with the relief he felt.
"I'm glad to hear you talk like that, Ed. It sho~s you
haven't lost yout: spunk. Come along. Now is as g0od as
waiting."
Tom showed his own grit by starting to walk back in the
lead.
But Ed wouldn't have that. ne caught up at his
chum's side, and together they went forward, gritty, even
if not very resolute.
.
"Keep your eyes open this time/' whispered 'rom,
hoarsely. "Maybe we'll be able to make out just what
starts that light and that awful noise."
That awful moan again. Yes, it surely came from
But as they neared the door they went even more slowly
inside the house!
than they had done the time before.
And all the while that ghastly blue light kept up.
They could hear each other's hearts beating.
"It's skiddoo for mine!;' qua;vered Ed, 'afraid without
Yet nothing happe,ned, until they sto6d just befol.'e·the
shame.
threshold again. Then :
Shaking like a leaf, he wheeled and made off on a trem- .
"0-0-0-0-0-oh !"
. run.
blmg
..
"Oh, well--" gasp e·d T om.
·,. That same awful moan, hut there clseemed to be even
·
He followed his chum catching him just at the end of more of agony and torment 1n the soun ·
And once more, as the boys
at each
. t:ightl y on t o h'is arm.
the wOods an d hold mg
· looked uncertainly
,
"Hold on, Edi It's all right!"
Iother, t~at dull bluish light streamed over their faces from
"Say," quivered Murray, his eyes starting as he half_ Isome pomt above.
struggled to get free, "you've got the queerest idea of I "0-0-0-0-0-oh !"
what's all right that I ever knew any fellow to have!"
It was more than they could endure.
.
"That light ain't there, and the noise has stopped,'' conWithout a sign to the other, each turned and fled.
tinued Tom.
But they halted again at the edge of the woods.
Ed took a look, and saw that that was so.
"Say!" snorted Tom. "Do you understand, ll:d, tliat
Though Tom was the cooler of the two, his myn eyes we're acting like a pair of babies?"
were as "big as sa.ucers," and that momentary blue light · "I know I feel more timid than a pack of babies," Ed
seemed to have left a queer. greenish cast over his face.
chdterinf(lv aC!mitted.
"Once of that is enough for anyone,'' affirmed Ed, in a
"But why? Just as before, we didn't get hurt a bit.
voice that shook.
Nothing but a scare. Now, Ed, I'm going to get my wind,
"Why," declared Tom, "'it was queer, but did you notice and I'm going back. We'll hear the moitn, and that light
that neither of us got hurt?"
will shine ag-ain. But I'm not going to skiddoo this time,
"!'d a hea.p rather be hurt, than scared like that!" Ed a>1il don't you, either. We'll stay and see the thing
retorted.
throngh. Is that agreed?"
Tom hacl spoken in a hoarse whisper.
· "But I want to kriow the meaning of it all?"
:I
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Ed's flesh was twitching visibly through his clothes, but
he answered, gamely enough:
"Yes, I'll stay this time!"
"And go into the house with me-if we can find a way
to get in?"
"Tom Norton, I'll go anywhere that you do!"
"Good enough! Come on, then!"
Side by side, eyes and ears on the alert, they advanced.
But this time there was something new doing.
Just as they got close enough to the door to see it distinctly that former barrier swung slowly, silently open.
Both boys stopped with a jerk.
But no one, nothing, came out.
"What on earth does that mean?" whispered Ed.
"Why," 'l'om rejoined, "it may mean nothin g more than
that the breeze has blown the door open."
"But there isn't any breeze !"
"There's an open door, anyway. Got any matches?'-'
"Yep."
"Let me have 'em."
,
Ed transferred something less than a dozen matches to
Tom's outstretched and somewhat unsteady hand.
"Now, I'll lead--"
"No; I'll go with you, Tom."
"But I want you to keep just behind me, and have the
gun ready. I'll attend to the matches."
' So Ed fell behind.
There was the same strange light, the same nerve-jarring moan as they neared the threshold.
But this time Tom, true to his promise, did not hesitate.
He stepped boldly over the threshold, jnsidc.
Ed followed close.
Flare! Tom had struck a match. They were inside a
narrow, not very lon g hallway.
That was all they had time to see when some gust blew
out the match.
Bang ! That was the sudden, noisy closing of the door
behind them.
Tom struck another match in ha ste.
Pou fl It was out: Tom's hand was a little more unsteady as he got ready with anoth er match.
"Try to keep it going this t ime," quivered Ed.
Flare! Pouf! Nothing- beyond a bit of the walls had
they seen when, the brief light was gone.
7" 0-o-oh, murder!" yelled Ed.
Tl~ e1·e was the sound of a scuffle back there. Tom fell
w1.Jiant1y back on his chum to help.
But he and Ed only fell into each other's arms.
"What's wrong? And-where's your gun, Ed?" gasped
Tom, l1oarsely.
"I-I don't know. Something-got it!"
"Got your gun?"
Tom almost screamed now.
"Of-of course," chattered Murray. "I ha:ven't got it
-and you didn't hear it :fall anywhere."
Both boys could almost hear their flesh "creep."

This was twenty times as grewsome a place as either
had expected to get into!
"Wait," and I'll make a match go this time," sputtered
Tom.
"And-I'll feel-and see if I can get that pesky door
open."
In rapid succession T om struck several matches.
Twice the splinter of wood burned just long enough for
our hero to get a fleeting glimpse of his chum.
But the matches went out with amazing rapidity.
"Where's iJhe breeze coming from that does it?" wondered Norton to h!msclf. "I don't feel much draft here."
But one af ter another the matches went out. Finally
our hero had just one left.
"This is th e last match, Ed,'' he whispered, softly.
There was no reply.
"Ed!"
Not anot heT sound, except Tom's voice!
"ED!"
Why couldn't his chum make some sound ?
·. "Ed, why don't you answer a fellow?"
The appeal was as useless as before.
"Where are you, Ed? S,Peak quick, for heaven's sake!"
There being still no answer, Tom darted blindly
through the dark toward the door that his friend had gone
to try.
H e found the door, tried it with frantic clutch, but
the barrier remained firm .
Then back again, to the other end of the little hallway
ran the qoy, landing up against a blank wall with a bump.
Once more he made his way back, tripping, this time,
O'\"er a beam that lay on the floor close to the wall.
But not a sign of Ed Murray could he find, with his
l\·ildly groping hands and feet.
Tom's hair wasn't merely standing on end now . .
I~ seemed to be trying to ri se wholly out of his scalp.
"Whew! This is just awful!" he groaned, the cold ooze
standing out all over his skin.

,

'

CHAPTER VII.
THE FRANTIC ONE.

It was almost as bad as dying-to be shut up in that
awful place!
Unable to get out! Unable to find his chum! Impossible, even, to guess what had become of Murray!
"Eel!" screamed our hero, at the top of· his voice, again
and again. "Oh, Ed Murray, where are you?"
Bnt in that dull, close, damp place, there was not even
an echo to the :frantic voice.
"Ed! Ed! Ed!"
Then suddenly something was hurled, or hurled itself
against our hero.
Tom let out a good, honest yell as he felt that something, after the impact, groping with him.
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" \\"e'll be followed. Ugh! I don't want to get up against
"OhJ Tom!" sounded Ed's terror-frenzied voice.
"Ed? That you? Thank heaven!"
that game again!"
"Let's get out of this dreadful place!"
"Nor I," Tom admitted.
"Amen, with all my heart!" roared Tom Norton.
H e did not ask his chum what had happened, but cut
"But how?" asked Ed, faintingly.
into t he woods at their right, propping Ed with a hand
"Here, here! Brace up! Take hold of my hand. Uomc at the latter's elbow.
with me. Now! Grab this up!"
For full y half a mile from the path they went, in siTom had laid one of Ed's clammy hands on the beam on 1 lence.
.
the floor.
.
.
. , .. I J:J showed no si~n of wanting to speak, and Tom diq
"Get the hmd end of this on your shoulder, q u1c i.; ~ · I Y10t mean to force hnn.
ordered Tom. "Hold it there! Now, make a ru sh forwa r,1 1 Hut now that they were far both from that haunte_d
with me! Battering ram-at the door! "
I pnl- h, and also from th e county road, Tom figured that it
Ed's frantic desire to get out of that infern al place ·. rcnld be a good plan to halt and rest themselves.
made him understand enough of th e comman d to ad.
" We ought to be safe here, Ed," our hero proposed.
With the beam on their shoulders, Tom in adva nce, " Sit <lawn."
they fairly leaped down the corridor at t he door. .
Ed sank o_bediently to the grass, his eyes half-closed.
And that beam they hurled with telling force against
Tom stood looking at him curiously, half-fearfully for
the door.
a Y.-hile.
,
"I hope the dear fellow ain't rea1ly goin g crazy," our
Crash! Splintered and jarred, the door . was alm ost
down.
hero thought, with a deep throb of alarm. " It must have
Tom got hold of it with hi s franti c h:::uds. E d, too, been something awful t hat happened, for Ed's no coward
or babv."
_
found a hold.
J
But
when,
at
last,
Tom
·
f
igured
that the silence had
"Together!" pulsed Norton.
lasted
long
enough,
he
spoke,
and
sharply
:
The door yielded before th eir combined assault.
"
Ed!
Come
back
to
life!"
A rush, and they were in the open air.
"Oh, I guess I'm alive, all right," Murray uttered,
"Give me your hand," gasped Tom, for he saw his chum
dully,
and looking up with a sickly grin.
reeling.
"Well, then, it's about time to tell me what happened
Together they raced to the woods.
to you. Where were you when I called to you in there
"Hold up, now, and get your breath," counseled Tom
and you didn't answer? And why didn't you answer?"
Norton, jerking his frantic friend to a stop.
" Ugh!" shivered Ed.
Ed leaned against a tree trunk, panting as if he never
" A healthy, sensible old answer that is," broke in Tom,
could stop that disordered breathing.
scornfully. "Come, now, get out of that trance and tell
His eyes, big and round, had in them a look as of one
me just what happened."
who had gone suddenly crazy.
"I can't tell just what happened-at tliat," Ed replied,
"Ed!" implored his friend. "Don't look at me that
in a somewhat calmer 'tone.
way! It gives me the cold shivers!"
"Ed, you're not afraid now, are you?"
"If you'd been-through-what I've-been through."Not just exactly. A fellow can't be too afraid when
you'd have cold shivers-all the rest of-your life!" pantyou're around, Tom No:rton. Or, if he is, you make him
ed Ed, his eyes glaring worse than before.
' feel ashamed of himself."
·
"Get your wind, and we'll get away from this awful
"Oh, Ed, old fellow, I don't want you to feel ashamed
spot!" proposed Tom.
of yourself,'' cried Tom, generously, sinking to his chum's
"I've got my-wind-now," returned Ed.
side on the grass and stroking Murray' s hand. "But,
"Come on, slowly, then. It'll do you good, I guess, to
honest, I'm not afraid any longer. At least, not afraid of
be in motion."
a,nything like spooks. For, whatever that was back there,
"Anywhere-away from-there."
it wasn't spooks."
Tom did not speak, but held to his chum's hand as they
"Wasn't?" Ed demanded, wonderingly. "How do you
walked rapidly.
make that out?"
Two or three times our hero shot a fearful look over
"I've been thinking about t~at while we were coming
his shoulder.
along," Tom went on. "We know that Sim Goggins goes
Ed acted as if he did not dare to.
to that so-called haunted house. Now, if there were really
Thus they hurried, at a brisk walk, for at least half-way ,any sure-enough spooks there, Sim Goggins would be as 1
to the county road.
afraid of 'em as anybody on eartli could be. I know Sim
," We'll soon be out on the road," Tom whispered, re- like a book, and so I know what I'm talking about."
assuringly.
"Then what was it?" queried Ed.
Then Ed opened his eyes to his ~urroundings.
"That's what I want fo :figure out. Tell me what hap"We don't want to keep on this path/' he shivered. pened to you, and that'll help."
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"As l said," Ed replied, "I don't know just what hap"And just remember that it ain't anything at all like
pened. But while I was fingering away at the door in the spooks that we've got to figure 'out. But, whatever it
dark, I felt something gripping around my throat. Then is, we'll know to-morrow night. And we won't get in the
I felt as if I was being lifted. I couldn't cry out, or make a 1 same kind of a trap, either, for we'll know better than to
start the same way."
sound, I was held so tightly at the throat."
"Yes; there's a purple ring around your throat," conThe boys sat there talking for a long time.
While they were doing so Ed happened to remember
firmed Tom, looking closely. "I hadn't noticed that bethat he had brought along rations for our hero.
fore. But what else happened?"
"It wasn't so much-and yet it was awful. Of course,
Hard-boiled eggs, bacon, sandwiches, cheese-these.
while I was being choked my head was sorter reeling, so I were the things that Ed brought out of his various pockcouldn't understand everything. But ~ remember. that ets.
some awfully cold, damp hands stroked my face and
And there was a small tin dish that he had brought
hands. At least, those may have been hands, though they along, too, in which our hero could fry the bacon over a
felt more like-well, like rubber. It was an awful feel-j_twig fire.
·
·
ing. It may have been the skin of snakes."
"Why, say, I'm living a heap better than ever I did
"Stop that!" interjected Tom, sharply. '"You'll he get- at Sim's!" cried the fugitive, eyeing the different eatables
ting wild-eyed again in a minute. Now, see here, Ed, I with relish.
.
want to talk plans over with you."
. Just as daylight was showing faintly in the east, Ed
"Well?"
rose and started homeward.
Just before going he found a couple of ma.tches that he
"There's something mighty queer at that old h0;use.
And it's something that could be understood if one could had overlooked in his pockets before.
go clear through the house."
With one of these, as soon as it was broad daylight, the
"You don't want to go there again!"
fugitive lighted a twig fire, fried his bacon, breakfasted
"Well, of course!" rejoined young Norton, calmly. "If royally, and then crept into his hiding place in the bush.
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
a gang of men we~t there in the day-time-and a whole
lot of men at that-they go clean through the house, and
Fortunately for Tom, he slept through most of the day.
nothing much would happen to them. And you could tell
He had many uncomfortable dreams, but, exoept .for
a yarn that would send a big gang of men there in the day- that, he fared well enough.
,
• time to search and rubber!"
Just before dark he ate again, finishing up the last of
"Of course I could!" Murray cried eagerly. "That's the food.
just the-"
"And I haven't really got a' blessed plan made up for
"No, it isn't," Tom disputed gravely. "Doing that
the night," he · muttered, as he finished eating. "That
way, Ed, we wouldn't have any real chance to catch Sim
won't displease Ed any, though. ; But I can tell better,
Goggins to rights. Don't lose sight of the fact that that's
perhaps, what I ought to do, when Ed gets here with the
the main thing with me-to catch Sim cold up against
news: He'll be sure to know what kind of efforts Sim
some crooked game that he can be made to sweat for."
is making to have me found. But-gracious-I hope the
"Then what are you going to do?"
constables won't think of shadowing Ed out here. I'll
"Nothing to-night, Ed, for the thing is too much on
be on the safe side, anyway!"
your nerves, yet-and most likely on mine, too'. But
"Being on the safe side" meant with Tom to be out of
here's a bully good place where I can curl into the bushes
sight-clean
out of sight-when Ed arrived.
and go to sleep, and I'm going to risk it. I don't believe
Then,
if
anyone
else was following, that someone else
any constables will come way in here for me, and, if they
wouldn't
discover
Master
Thomas Norton.
do, they're just about as likely to go plumb by me without
A
tree
-seemed
about
as
good for the purpose as anything
seeing me. So 1'11 stay here--"
else.
There
was
a
big
one
handy, and this the fugitive
• "Biut n5t alone," interjected Ed.
9.ark,
perching
well up among the
climbed,
just
after
"But you've got to get home before daylight."
boughs.
"It'll do just as well if I start from here riglrt after dayIt w.as a long waitr as our hero knew it would be, for
light. Then I'll manage to get up into my room, and
Ed
would have to go through the pretence of going to
into bed before anybody comes to call me. But when are
bed
early, and then slip out of the house after his parents
you going to the house again-that house down there, I
had
retired.
mean?"
So Norton waited patiently, thinking over the few times
"Why, that's something I want to think over through
the day. And you think it over, too, Ed, and come back when he, too, had dared to slip _out of Sim Goggins' house
here after dark to-morrow night. Then, with what we've in the dead of night to join the other fellows on some
both thought out, maybe we'll have some bully good plan lark.
"And there were the inasks, and that powder keg!" he
to talk over."
"All right," Ed nodded.
chu~led, living those few good times over again.

,.
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At last Torn heard a tramping in the woods. It came
nearer, and nearer, moving almost straight toward him.
"Good gracious!" quivered the Iistener up the tree.
"The constables can't have got any tip where to look for
me, can they? I'm glad I'm way up here!"
Still nearer and nearer came the trampers.
"There's a raft of 'em, whoever they are," breathed
Torn; hardly daring to breathe.
A whistle! One that he knew well, and low and cautious.
"Why, that must be Ed!" quivered the fellow up the
tree. "But--"
·Again the whistle. This time Tom answered it softly.
"Tom!" came the low hail. "It's all right. Don't be
afraid of the crowd. They're all right!"
With that Tom Norton began to shin down the tree as
fast as he could.
Others saw him coming, and ran to meet him.
"What's this?" cried Tom, wa.nting to rub his eyes.
"It's all right," grinned Ed. "I thought it over, as you
told me to do, and I made up my mind that the only .thing
to do was to call out the gang. W~',re all here except
Arch Skinner. He's got the mumps!"
All there, indeed-Dick Easton, Dave Freeman, Jim
Arthur, Hob Penniman, and Hal sMcer-the same old
gang that had helped more than once to cure the · town
of being dull!
"I knew you wouldn't mind," Ed went on, while "the
gang" crowded about popular Tom, shaking hands with
him.
"You've told 'em what's up?" asked Tom.
"Not the whole of it."
"Then we'll tell 'em now."
A more excited gang had never been gotten together
than that which now listened to the recital by Tom and
Ed.
"Did you notice that?" asked Dave Freeman, pointing
to an object tha.t he had placed on the ground on arriving.
"The powder-keg?" demanded Tom, opening his eyes.
"And we've brought the masks, too," broke in Dick
Easton.
·
"One for you, too, by the way," chuckled Ed, producing
a bit of black cambric that he passed over.
":Might as well get 'em ori, too," hinted Hob Penniman.
Th.ere was prompt masking. B~1t Tom was frowning
under his mask, where the others could not see.
Why had Ed taken it upon himself to turn this serious
business into a frolic?
And some of these boys might b6" incautious enough
to talk in town the next day, and then the constables
would know that T'om Norton was still lurking in the
neighborhood.
"Oh, I forgot to tell you," whispered Ed. "Sim has
done the thin g np in bi'\' ~hapc. He's got posters out
everywhen', offering three hundred dollars fo~ vour caphue."
-

"Then he can't want me very bad," murmured Tom,
"or else he feels sure that he won't get me."
"Why?"
"Because Sim thinks so much of money that he would
not pay that much to get me. He'd sooner go on hunting
me than spend the money. But speaking of Sim--"
"I thought that ";ould strike you!" chuckled Ed, guessing.
"Why, of course, if we can catch Sim to-night, we'll put
him through the ordeal. The big coward! We can make
him tell everything he knows!"
, ,.
"Of course we can!" chuckled Ed, delightedly.
"Then we'd better lose no time," proposed Tom,. "for
its getting late as it is."
"You're our leader, Norton, you know," chimed in
Spicer. "Show us the way."
With such a gang at h.is back, who could be afraid? ..
Our hero led the way through the woods, over to a
spot clo~ to the junction of the county road and the path
that led to the ha.u nted house.
And here they hid, waiting, waiting.
Two or three wagons passed in , which the gang took
no interest.
Then came a horse, the very sound of whose trot Tom
Norton knew before he could see the animal.
"Sim's coming!" he whispered.
The news was passed down the line by nudges.
CHAPTER VIII.

.

'

THE RISING OF BOYVILLE.

"Whoa! What's that?" called Sim Goggins.
He could just make ont one figure lying tn the pathway,
just in front of h.is shying horse, while another figure bent
over the prostrate one.
"Someone hurt," sounded a muffled voice. "Come and
see what you can make out of it."
Sim slowly got down and went forward.
The kneeling figure had its back to him.
Sim, too, in the darkness, bent over the prostrate :figure.
"What's wrong?" he asked. "What- Murder!"
For four more husky figures had piled on him out of the
darkness.
With a, concerted, well-directed shove they sent him
sideways and fl.at.
And still another human being brought a clnb down
over the seat of Sim's trousers with a swat loud enough
to make th-e horse shy af!;ain.
"Stop it!" screamed Goggins. "Stop! What do you-"
His further utterance was cut short by a wa.d of cotton
that was stuffed into his mouth.
"Talrn it in, or it'll be worse for you!" sounded a gruff,
menadng voice.
"We'll stand no fooling!" came in another voice. "If
you make ariy :fuss or trouble for us, this is your last night
on earth-sure!"
Sim had tried to struggle himself free, but had found
himself helpless with so many assailants.
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"W11at on earth are you fellers up to?" Sim choked out, ed to confess, then we must have done with you. Either
in a voice that was barely plain.
confess or be destroy~d!"
He could not talk loudly on account of the cotton.
"There ain't nothing to confess," raged Sim, "and I'll
"Lie down on your face!" came the low, sharp com- I put ye. all in the lock-up to-morrow." '
mand.
"Then for you, scoundrel," broke in another voice,
Sim didn't want to, for he had gotten up on his knees. "to-morrow shall not come!-Bring on the destroyer!"
But he was handled none too gently, and found himOne of the masked youngsters rolled forward the keg.
self lying face downward.
. Sim caught sight of that just before he was seized from
"Put your hands behind your back!" came the next behind and thrown fiat.
Though he yelled lustily, they paid no heed to his cries,
gruff order, in the disguised voice of Dick Easton.
Sim didn't want to, of course, but he was beginning to but coolly and swiftly bound his feet.
be afraid of these swift, strenuous workers.
"Try the powder, to see if it is dry,'' commanded the
"See here," he c.hoked out, "I haven't got any money." one who seemed tct-have taken charge of the affair, and
"We don't want your money," came in a hollow voice, still in a disguised voice.
while two of the youngsters held his hands together, and I The member of the "council" who had charge of the
a thir~ tied the wrists fast.
keg tipped it over sideways, allowing a handful of grains
His ,hands made secure, the young tormentors rolled 1 to fall into his palm.
Sim over on to his back.
This he placed on a paper laying ' the paper on the
'
And now they worked in another gag that they made ground.
secure.
Flare! A lighted match wa •held to the corner of the
"Raise the victim to his feet, and lead him into the paper.
1 Pou
. f! The powder went up in a brilliant flash.
fastnesses of the forest,'' came the ordet.
It was in a deep part of the forest that they halted.
Sim was shaking, as he stood at ba.y, surrounded by the , "The powder is dry-excellently dry!'' reported the
one who had made the experiment.
yo1mgsters.
"Then bring the sinner to the stake! Victim, do not
One of them stepped up behind him, and Sim dodged.
ii
shout out, or it shall be worse fot you!"
"Be still, fool,'' came t e sharp order. "I desire erely
s·im was lifted an d. b orne t o a near-by t ree.· H ere., deto remove that pad from your mouth. There! Fellow,
spite bis many protests, he was seated on the keg, and
you have been hauled before a tribunal. You are on trial
tied there by the \passing of cords around him and around
before the council of the Independent Order of Chastenthe tree trunk.
ers! You have been living in sin. We shall remove
Thus securely lashed, Sim began to feel that things \vere
that sin from you. It can be done only by con:fession."
happening
in deadly earnest.
"I ain't got notl,iing to confess," sulked Sim.
Then,
silently,
one member of "the gang" laid a long
"On the contrary, you have much. You must open your
heart and mind to us, or YOU WON'T SEE THE LIGHT fuse from the bung-hole of the keg to a point some ten
feet in front of the wretched captive.
OF ANOTHER MORNING!"
How was Sim Goggins to know that the keg contained,
A halte·r was produced by one of the seven clustered
actually,
not an ounce of gunpowder?
around him.
He
didn't
know. He fu11y believed that it did.
"Fellow, you have been consorting with evil 'spirits,"
"Have
you
anything to confess now, fellow?" asked
went on the accusing voice. "You have been going nightthe
leader
of
these
masked ones.
ly to a house that is known to be haunted."
"There ain't nothing to confess," declared Sim, . huskSim gave a great start, but gasped:
ily, great b~ads of sweat standing out on his foreheafl.
"I hain't! Nothing of the sort!"
"Light the destroying spark!" commanded the le8rle~·.
It was a hard blow with the cudgel, across the back, that
Flare! A lighted match was held to the furth er e:1d o[
made Sim bellow out, though this time he did not try to
the long fuse.
escape.

I
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"Why have you been going to that ,evil house?" deSim watched in fascinated horror.
manded the questioner. "Why have you held dealings
He saw that glowing spark start-saw it creeping: cloocr
with Pvil spirits?"
:rnd closer down the fuse.
"See here,'' blustered Sim, "this is all boys' poppy"Put that thing out!" he roared hoarsely. "Put it ou t!
cock! I know who most of ye are, ·too. To-morrow I'll I'll tell anything on earth thet ye wanter know!"
have thingf' made warn1z for ye all!"
"Catch those young rascals! Hurt 'em! Shoot 'em if
He peered sh~rply at his tonnentors, to see the effect yon have ter!" cried an angry voice.
of hi~ threat upon him.
The sound of hurried steps was heard in the forest.
But this wa<1 not the fir~t time that "the gang" had
Two bright :flaf'hes. a c011p]e of blending reports, and a
he11rd snch talk.
l couple of bullets whizzed over the heads of "the gang."
1
"Fellow," came the firm respon se, "if you are not mindThere was real gunpowder in this new play.
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But, even in :e,ight,. "the gang" had the presence of
mind not to scoot in a bunch.
As nearly as they could they ran in seven different
ways, spreading out, fan-shape, at every forward step.
"That's some of Sim's own crowd, from the haunted
house!" flashed through T'om's mind, as he went through
the woods, helter-skelter.
But that mask hid things from him.
Flop! Trip! His foot had caught in something.
He was down-and a heavy-footed pursuer a-top of him!
CHAPTER IX.
THE TRIAL IN THE WOODS .

"Got one of you young imps, anyway!" blazed an angry
VOlCe.

'I;om's latest hope-that it might prove to be only a
constable-died.
He knew all the constables thereabouts.
This fellow's voice did not belong to any of them!
"One of Sims' gang-truly!" quavered the boy, inwardly.
"Get up!"
Tom saw that his assailant was a big fellow, so he made
no trouble, and was dragged along back to the spot where
' Sim .still sat astride the keg that was powderless.
' "I got one of them," announced the big fellow.
"Snake his mask off," desired Sim.
Yank! Our hero's face was exposed.
"You've got THE one!" yelled Sim Goggins, delightedly. "Oh, my, but this is luck!"
"Is this the kid who's caused all the trouble?" ·
"I'm sure of it," growled Sim. "He said he'd make me
sorry I was alive. This is the wa.y he has been trying to
do it."
·
Soon one of the others came back.
Sim, released, stood up, stretched his cramped limbs,
then looked gloweringly at his stepson.
Now a third man, the one whom Tom and Ed had &st
seen talking with Sim, returned from the chase.
He, too, was acquainted with the turn of affairs.
"Keep a good grip on him," ordered Sini., to the boy's
. captor. "The rest of us want to talk this over jest a bit."
Three men drew aside to talk in whispers.
Tom made no attempt to wrench free.
It would have been useless to try to escape, for these
men, he now felt sure, would shoot to kill sooner than let
him get away.
The three talked on for a while; then, as if they had
agreed upon some course, the three ca.me over to where
Tom stood.
"Se~ here, younker," announced the one of the trio
whom the boys had first seen with Sim, "ye'd talk too
much, Tom Norton, if you got back to town. So we'll
keep you with us. Understand? No days off, no vacation, no pay-and some mighty hard knocks if you try to
give us any trouble. Understand?"
· "Yes," Tom answered.

But he thought to himself, swiftly:
,
"If they take me with them I'll get to the bottom of
this whole thing. And it won't be long before Ed Murray
and the other fellows will find a way to get to me!"
"You take charge of him again, Nate," nodded Sim.
"He's to be your slave. See that ye get enough out of
him. And if he tries to get away, jest kill him! Thet's
the only thing to do."
Nate nodded, as he took hold of the boy's collar.
"Gome along," he said gruffly, "and don't make no
breaks to get away!"
B.ut Tom had no notion of trying to get away-not with
the prospect bef9re him of getting to the bottom of Sim's
secret.
They tramped on briskly through the woods, reaching
the path by the shortest cut.
From there they kept on toward the haunted house.
"You can wait outside," ad~onished Tom's captor, as
the others went toward the door.
They opened and went in.
But one of Sim's companions came· out again, with a
long-handled shovel.
a You take it," o!dered Nate.
Tom obeyed, resting the handle over his shoulder.
"And don't imagine that shovel was made to hit me
with, either," hinted Nate, grimly. "Now, then, march
just in front of me-and remember I've got a gun trained
on you!"
At the' command Tom marched off, stepping into the
woods again.
Just behind came Nate, ordering the boy's course.
"Halt!" came the command, when they were an eighth
of ro mile or so from the haunted house.
Nate stood looking around him for a few moments.
"Yes," he said, half-aloud, at last, '.'this is the pla.ce.
I'm sure of it."
.
With the toe of one boot tlie· man traced out an oblong
on the ground. It was about six £eet long by a little
more tli'an l!wo wide.
"This is tlie spot," he said, thoughtfully. "Dig down,
within this line. And be sure you don't rub out the line
until you've got the place marked out."
"Then the easiest way," hinted young Norton, unlimbering the shovel, " will be to dig right along tlie lines
now to start the hole."
"I see you're used to work," nodded Nate, grimly. "Go
ahead,. then, your own way."
Nate seated himself on a log, less tlian a dozen £eet
a.way £rom the boy.
In one hand the big fellow lield his revolver so that he
could use it at a second's notice.
Tom went on digging, with a will, until he had excavated a hole som~hing more than t'wo feet deep.
,
"How much further down do you wa:nt me to go?" asked the boy.
"Until I tell you to stop."
"Oh! Thanks!"
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"And I don't want you to get fresh, either," warned
Nrate.
"No; I'll leave that to my elders," grimaced the boy.
He continued to throw out the dirt until the hole was
a foot deeper.
"Hold on, now," advised Nate, coming forward. "Step
back just a few feet, while I have a look at the thing."
As Tom withdrew, backwards, Nate advanced to the
edge of the hole, and stood looking down.
"Any idea what such a hole as this looks like?" deman<led Nate, fixing his eyes on 'the boy.
"Well, if it was longer, it might be a ditch."
"You haven't guessed yet."
"Well, maybe you're digging down to find something."
"I'm not," responded Nate. "You can have another
gu~ss, if you want it." .
"I can't guess," replied Tom, shaking his head, slowly.
"Say, you're go~d and green, aren't you?" Nate demanded, with an evil smile.
"That's what folks say about me," Tom admitted, smilingly. "They say I'm too green to burn. _Maybe I am."
"Then we won't burn you," agreed Nate: "But, say, kid,
how'd you like to live. in that hole?"
"It wouldn't be much good as a home," Tom replied.
''It's the only home you'll know after this!" :flashed
Nate.
"What's that?" gasped Tom Norton, his face going
deathly white. · "You don't mean that you've made me dig
my own grave!"
"Well," growled Nate, "you wouldn't want me to dig it,
when you're going to be the one to occupy it!"
As he spoke, the grin in his face changed to a diabolical look.
Click! Cocking his pistol, Nate raised it.
CHAPTER X.
uI~M NOT SO GREEN!"

"Don't!" falterd Tom.
Though his voice was shaking, and he was as scared as
lie seemed, yet he uttered that pleading word in the hope
of gaining an instant's time.
As he spoke- he ~hrank back.
Nate watched him with an evil joy.
"It's too fate to talk about that, kid," lie jeered.
But it wasn't.
In falling back, Tom liad raiseu Hie shovel to a horizontal position, blade :first.
Now, with sudden desperate aim, lie let that shovel
drive straight forward, praying that his aim would be true.
It was!
Plump on tlie chin that shovel-blade landed.
With a scream down went Nate, all but knocked out.
In his fall, he dropped the revolver, which failed to explode.
Lik(} a flash Tom was forward.
His sliaking fingers closed on that pistol.
He straightened up, qacking swiftly off a few feet.
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Cursing, Nate started to rise.
"I'm not so green, after all!" gritted Tom. "Get down
there, Mr. Nate, if you want to live!"
To ·Nate's ama.zement he found himself looking plumply
in the muzzle of the revolver.
"Put that gun down!" he ordered, gruffly.
"Shut up!" commanded Tom. "I'm boss here now!"
"You think you are. Do you suppose I'm afraid of a
gun in a kid's hands?"
"You'd better be," N orion retorted tersely. "I'd kill
you as quickly as I would a skunk or a snake! Try me if
you don't believe me!"
"You fool boy, I was tricking you. That gun ain't
loaded!" and Nate laughed, hoarsely.
"Then what are you afraid of the gun for?" dema.nded
undaunted Tom. "Why don't you jump on me, if this
gun ain't loaded."
N ate;s reply was an oath.
"You see," mocked Tom·, "I'm not as green as I WllS.
I'm boss here, now, and I mean to stay boss, if I have to
kill you to\ prove it. Lie down on your back, and keep
fl.at."
Nate obeyed, but he asked, grumblingly:
"What do you ·expect to do with me, kid?>r
"I'm blessed if I don't wish I knew!" grimaced Tom,
inwardly. "What on earth can I do with him?"
Then he started, for he very pla.inly heard feet hurrying_through the woods.
"Keep back-whoever you are!" he shouted. "Keep
back, or I'll shoot!"
"Hooray! That's Tom Norton's voice!" rang an eager
cry.

"Ed Murray! That you?" cried our hero, quiveringly.
"You bet it is-and the gang with mel"
·
"Glory! Then hurry on!"
And on ca.me the six youngsters, at a run.
Never before had Tom Norton been as glad to see his
owh crowd.
"Who's this duffer, and what's happened?" demanded
:Ed, breath).essly, as he reached the scene and took some
of it in.
'
Tom recounted as hurriedly as he could.
"I know what to do," grinned Dave Freeman, drawing
a cord from his pocket.
The idea didn't require explanation.
. Down upon Nate piled the boys, that scoundrel being
rather too much afraid to make any fuss.
"Tie his hands behind his back," suggested Dick Easton. "Not in front."
This was done in record time-done securely, too...
. "Now his feet!"
That, too, was accomplished.
Ed himself provided gag material from the masks tha.£
the gang had used earlier in the night.
"Now, what?'" demanded Ed, looking up.
"Why," grinned Tom, slowly, "since Mr. Nate liad me
dig that hole, why not let him fill it?"
'
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A look of terror swept over the fellow's face.
He led them through the woods almost at the doubleBut it was only momentary, for he must have realized quick, until they got close to the cleaxing.
that boys of the right sort are not bent on murder.
Here he' halted, pointing to a sound log tha.t la;r on the
"Plump him down on his stomach," con+,inued Tom. ground. ,
·
"Leave nothing but his head out."
"You fellows get that up o.n your shoulders," he a'irectNate's head rested over the edge of the hole at one end. ed. "We may want it for a battering ram."
Then Ed, with the shovel, and working very softly,
Then straight across the clearing Tom Norton led his
began to fill the dirt in.
gang.
The others helped by tramping it down firmly.
He was the first to step close to the threshold.
"There, I guess you'll keep!" clicked Tom. "Now,
Instantly the pale bluish glow shone out ovethead.
From inside came the same kind of a moan that had
then, you fellows, tell me how you happened to get back
to me."
racked their nerves the night before.
"You d.i dn't suppose we'd scoot off, finding you missing, · "That's done mecha.nically, somehow," declared Ed,
and not make any effort to find you, dld you?" demanded bravely.
Ed Murray, reproachfully.
Tom tried the door. It had been mended since the
"We guessed you'd fallen into the hands of Sim's night before, and was now fast.
crowd," flashed in Dick.
"Back, there, you fellows!" ordered Tom. "Now, come
"So we went down there on the quiet sneak," broke in on-at a swift run!"
another boy, "and--"
Bump! as that heavy log, on the shoulders of the boys,
"WElre just in time to see Sim and another fellow driv- crashed against the door, that barrier gave way like an
ing off on Sim's wagon.''
obstacle of card-board.
"They had two barrels in the wagon."
"The place is all ready for the look-in," proclaimed
"But we couldn't make out where Sim's other two men Tom, c0olly. "But I reckon we'll need something Ilke a
were."
light. Can you fellows find something like a pitch torch?"
t'S'o we · listened.'t
Dick'., Dave and Jim ran back into the woods.
"And h€Jard a shovel striking off in this direction--"
"I've got just the thing," called Jim, softly, after a few
"1t was mighty faint, at the distance, but--"
moments.
"We thought something must be doing here, so- - "
He came out witli a dry bit o:f spruce, in a notcli of
"We took a swift sneak over here, and--"
which was a goodly bunch of inflammable resin.
"Well, you can guess the rest, Tom,'' Ed wound up,
"That'll burn all right, and for some minutes, too,"
breaking in on the chorus with a gesture for silence.
pronounced Tom.
Ed supplied the matcli. The torch burned briskly after
Tom was doing some rapid thinking.
"With Sim and one of his men away," spoke tlp our the first few efforts to keep it going.
hero, "and this fellow accounted for, there's only one left
"That's all right," nodded Tom. "Keep close, fo me
who may be at the haunted house. Fellows, at last we'll with it, Jim."
go over there and have a look-in."
Two and two, with Hob bringing up the rear, they stepped into the corridor in which Norton and his chum .had
"And run into a gun, maybe," suggested Bob.
received sucli a fright the night before.
"I ain't so afraid of that, now I'm getting used to it,"
Now, inspected by the light of the torch, the corridor
grinned Tom, holding up his captured weapon. "Come
proved to be a rather queer place.
along, fe1lows. I'll keep in front and head off the danger."
Except for the outer door, now broken down, there ap"Who wants you to?" went up the indignant prote~t in
peared to be no openings in this corridor.
chorus.
.d
On three sides nothing but solid wooden wall presente
Tom stepped over to take a parting look at Mr. Nate. itself.
"N0 :r;natter!" declared Tom. "We won't wait to exThe cut made by the shovel on that fellow's chin was
plore carefully. You fellows just get outside, hoist that
bleeding a good deal.
"We can't go, anyway, until we've bound that up," mnt- log again, and come on a good run into this corridor.
tered Tom, pointing to the cut. "Being civilized, we've Hold the torch carefully for 'em, Jim!"
got to be half-way decent."
Throu_gh the corridor went the battering-ram crew,
.Tim and Hop bound the cut clumsily with their hand- plumping the log up against the wooden wall at the end.
kerchiefs.
Crash! Another effort was needed before the wall had
;Ed, in the meantime, was fuming impatiently.
given way enough for the explorers to step beyond.
"We want ,to make something like a u'.iove ov~r there,"
They found themselves now in a large room.
he urged. "We want to l1ave our look before Sim and his
It took up the whole of the low~r part of the house.
other man get back.
Where the windows were all had been solidly boarded
"Come on, now," urged Tom, taking his natural place up.
at the head of "the gang."
The room itself was empty, save for the inner machinery
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• that turned tluee well-hidden panels in the corridor wall.
"What's down there, do you think?" breathed Ed.
"That's what happened to you last night, Ed," smiled
"How the dickens do you suppose I can tell. You felTom. "You were grabbed through one of those panel lows catch hold of my left arm and hold on for all you'r~
openings."
worth. As soon as my right hand's free, Jim, hand me t he
"I'm glad it ain't happening to-night," grimaced Ed. torch, and I'll swing well in under this floor and have a
"But what has been going on in this big barn of a room, peep."
anyway?" demanded Hob, curiously, staring as far as the
Jim prepared to fill his part.
r ays of the torch reached.
The others looked on in eager interest, just as Tom's
"Nothing in this room," decided our hero . "We'll look head went through the trap-way again.
upstairs."
In their interest they forgot theirs in holding t o their
There was a flight of steps at the end of the room.
leader's left arm.
Awestruck, the most of them, th e youngsters followed
"Torch is going out," complained Jim.
Toro and the torch-bearer up the stairs.
rrhey all turned swiftly to gaze in Jim's direction.
But above they found only four empty rooms-empty,
Wrench! Toro Norton had slipped from their detaining
save for a dull reflector that they found up there, artfully grasp.
fitted to the front wall of the building.
Straight downward the startled boy shot.
. From this wires ran.ilown through the floor.
The equally frightened lads above heard him strike
And here, also, was something that looked much like a something tha.t sounded like wood.
pneumatic whistle, fitted to a pipe thaf also ran into the
Then there was a. loud splash, followed by an indefinable
floo~
sound-and then all was still.
"There's the ghostly l~ht an.cl the moaning accounted
Puff! The torch was out, leaving them all in darkness.
for," grimaced Norton. "For the rest, I guess we'll find
"Tom!" cried Ed, frantically.
that stepping on the ground before the outer door set
There was no answer.
some kind of spring going that worked this game."
Then all shouted at once, but not a sound came from
"I wonder if all haunted houses are as big fakes?" ask- below.
ed Hal Penniman.
More than one of the fellows groaned as the "creepy"
"A haunted house will always bear looking into, I rec- :feeling came over him in the total darkness of that ll n kon," Toro answered.
earthly place !
"But there's nothing up h ere, except the glow and the · "Tom!" implored Ed, frantically., again. "Can't you
moan," objected Ed . "This ain't enough to account for answer us?"
Sim's interest in the place.".
But Norton'A voice was not heard!"
"We'll have to look for the cellar,.'' T oro declared.
"Come on down, fellows."
CHAPTER XI.
Down they trooped, :following the torch · and the leader
HUMAN FIREWORKS.
with the revolver.
Ed Mnrray didn't hesitate long.
So far all the mystery-hunt~rs felt wholly disappointed.
"It's awful," l1e whispered, in the darkness. Then,
"I thought we'd :find more}n this," vurobled H ob.
raising his voice:
"Come all over the ground floor, now," Tom directed.
"If Tom's down there, and in trouble, I'm going down
"Keep your eyes on the floor-boards, too, since there don't there, too!"
·
seem to be any regular cellar-way. By jinks! Ain't this
"Don't!" came up the hoarse, faint whisper.
a trap right here?"
"Is that you, Tom?" cried Ed, eagerly, as he beni his
Tom had stopped suddenly, clutching at Jim's arm to head down through the trap-way.
detain him.
"Yes," ca.me in the same kind o:f whisper .
•Jim held the waning torch close to the floor .
"What hRppened to ymi ?"
"liere's a trap-door, all right, fellows," 'Porn declared.
"Can't-talk-much!" came the whisper, jnst barely
"Help me to get it up."
audible.
It yielded to ' their combined assault, and came up-a
"Then I'm going down, and find out why you can't!" in·
hin r.-ed trap some two feet wide and a little more than sisted Ed.
threP fee.t in length.
"Don't! Wait until I can talk."
'T'om was down on his knees in a twinklin Q".
This effort at· talking, spoken just a bit more loudly.
"T.ct me hav0 that torch a minute, .Tim ," hP directed. was followed by a fit of strangling coughing on Torn'~
"Rnt wait until I swing into this hole."
part.
n etting a firm hold at the edge of the flooring, Tom
Th e boys above listened, wild with cmio~it~·. not 11;:took H first look downward as he let his fe et through.
mixed with fear.
H c swung, holding on by both hands, and just lowered . "You ain't in any danger, are )W'U ?" Ed clenrnrnJ ed, :rnxhis head through th e trap-way, while the others crowded iou s]y.
·
1 "No."
close, looking on in breathless curiosity.
.
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"All right, then. I'll wait a bit for you to talk, since
"Hope we don't run mto anyone down here," uttered
you seem to want me to. We won't speak again until you Hob, nervously. "Got that gun yet, Tom?"
speak to us.''
"Yep. It was in my pocket, and didn't drop out when I
The sound of more coughing came up from below, fol- fell."
lowed by painful wheezing.
"Get it out and ready, then," urged one fellow.
"And be blamed careful you don't hit any of us by misBut; at last, Tom Norton's voice sounded:
" Hey, fellows!"
take," quivered another.
"Yes!" Ed called down, eagerly, while the others crowd- ' "Left your torch behind, I suppose, Jim?" called someed closer.
one.
"No; I've got it here. But the pitch is about all burned
"There's a vat-under that trap-way."
"A vat?"
oft', and the hanged thing won't light."
"Yes."
"Won't?" grinned Tom, in the darkness. "With hun"What's in it?"
I dreds of galIOns of alcohol to soak it in!"
"I don't kno\f-but it burns and strangles a fellow!"
"I never thought of that," muttered Jim, and made
"Something hot in the vat?" Ed demanded.
some hasty dips with the torch into the vat into which
"No; it's cold to the touch-but, oh, how it burns the they ha.d all fal1en.
·
Then a mat.ch was tried again.
throat and shuts oft' the breathing!"
"By crackey!" uttered Ed. "I wonder what it can be.
Sputter! and the torch was ablaze.
Hey,' Tom!"
Yet it gave a garish, blue light that did not throw much
"Yes?"
illumination, though it made the clustered faces look un"How· deep is the stuff in the vat?"
earthly enough.
"It can't be more than three feet."
"I reckon we're about on to. the whole game, 'now," announced Tom, pointing to the vat. "Sim and his friends
"Does it burn the skin?"
"Not the outside skin."
have been making alcohol here on the sly."
"Then I'm going to drop down and find out for myself
"Why should they do it on the sly?" asked Jim Arthur.
what it ·i s."
"Why, you chump," jeered Ed, "on · a.ccount of the
"Be careful!"
profit, of course."
"I will!"
"But wouldn't there be just as much profit if tliey .did
Curiosity ruling fully as much as did courage, Ed let 1 it in Sim's barn?"
himself through the trap-way, then dropped, feet fore- JI "Well, hardly," uttered Ed, scornfully. "You see, Jim,
most.
·
the government puts a big tax on alcohol, and that makes
Another splash, followed by an "ouch."
: it cost way up."
"What is it, Ed?" demanded Dave Freeman.
' "How much?" ·asked T'om, quickly.
"Well, about two dollars and a half a gallon."
"Wait until I get a chance to taste it! Ugh! Alcohol!
Must be two or three hundred gallons here. But you fel- · "And how much does it cost to make alcohol, Ed?"
lows can drop safely, if you take pains to come feet first.
"About twenty cents a gallon, I've heard."
And be careful to come down with your mouths shut. I
"Whew!" uttered T·om. "So Sim and his :friends have
guess '!'om had his open, and swallowed some of the stuff. been making something that there's over two dollars a
Now, I'm out of the vat, and the rest of you can come- gallon profit on? No; not that much, I suppose, for they
one at a time, you know."
have had to . divide the profit with some fellow who could
And down they went, just as full of curiosity as young- sell it for 'em in the open market. But, whew! · What a
sters could be. And they found Tom in the darkness, and big profit there is in it, anyway!"
"If you don't get caught,'' said Ed wisely.
thumped him royally between the shoulder-blades until
they helped him to raise most of the alcohol off his lungs.
"Oh, Sim's caught all right, this time," retorted Tom,
Igrimly. "And caught about as hard as any fellow could
But how they all smelled of the stuff!
"Who'd you leave behind, up above?" demanded 'l'om, want to be, too. But they make alcohol with soine sort of
as soon as he could speak with more comfort.
distilling apparatus, I believe."
Then came a gasp of realization.
"A thing they call a still," Ed supplied.
'
"Nobody,''
confessed Dave.
"Then where's the still? It must be somewhere here
"Humph!" grunted Ed. "We'll have a merry time get- in this cellar. C'ome on, and we'll try to find it."
1
ting up and out of this again."
Their search was a short one.
"Oh, we'll manage it," Tom rejoined. "Here's the
Almost immediately they found themselves up against
wooden cover that vfas over the vat. We can put it on the what looked to be a very solid partition of hard oak boards.
"The still'll be on the other side of this wall," mused
vat again, when we're ready, and one fellow can stand on
another's shoulders and get hold of the floor above. That Tom, after studyi~the wooden surface while Jim held
will be somewhat easy. But now that we're all down here, the alcohol-soaked torch close. "So, fellows, some of us
will have to get up above and pass that beam down."
we'd better have a look at this place."
1
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Tom led the way, Jim keeping close to him, and the
others clustering near as they moved.
"Will Sim b€ wild, though?" chort,led Ed, as they got
close to the vat.
"He will!" roared a voice over their heads that sent the
boys crowding back on each other in terror.
For there in the trapway, his haggard, evil face lighted
by the rays of a lantern, suddenly appeared Sim Goggins
himself.
·
'
"What are you young fiends doing down there?" raged
Sim. "Can't mind ye;r own business, eh? I'll teach ye!
The last time ye'll need it, too! Hand me that torch,
Ansel"
Before the startled boys could realize what was happen:ip.g, Sim thrust a blazing torch through the trap-way.
Plunge! Down it came!
Pou£! There was an almost smothered sound of a tiny
explosion.
Then the whole top of the vat burst into bluish flames.
Overhead, Sim and others could be heard running across
the floor.
- "Put it out!" screamed Hob, as the alcohol flared' up,
boiling and roaring like a small volcano.
"Go ahead and do it, then!" faltered Tom, drawing
back from the seething iron vat.
It was a mass of flames, now, pouring straight up toward
the trap-way. It was so hot that not one of the youngsters
could get within:! dozen feet of the vat.
"Ther7 goes the floor, too!" screamed Easton.
"Lord," quivered another youngster, "the whole building will catch and come tumbling down on us."
"Now, Tom, if you're our leader, find a way out of here
for us!" cried Hal Penniman, tremulously.
"A way out?'" repeated Tom, with the calmness of absolute despair that now settled
down on him. "There isn't
\
any such thing as a way out! All we can do, fellows, is to
stand here and watch. If there was a way out Sim Goggins would have stopped it up."
_As the boiling, blazing contents of. the vat threw more
and more light around their small, shut-in portion of the
celiar, some of the youngsters ran frantically around, looking for some possible way out of the infernal place.
It did not take them long, though, to find out what
Tom already knew-that the trap-way, right over the big,
blazing jet of alcohol-fire, was the only way out of this pit.
So back they ca.me to their leader, dumb and anguished;
sta.ring in terror at the mounting column of blue flame.
Crackle! The :floor, at one side of the trap-way, was
burning merrily!
Merrily~for anyone except the condemned ones beneath who watched in speechless horror!

would be less danger of being caught under blazing beams
when the burning house came down on them.
He had found nothing to give hope.
"Fellows, do you see one thing?'" called Tom, at last.
"What?" came, in a gasping chorus.
"The alcohol is burning down. It'll soon be burned
out."
"But what good does that do us?" demanded Dave.
".Look at that floor. It's wrapped in fl.a.mes. Nothing
•
could get thrO'Ugh that blaze alive!"
Tom: looked and watched.
It wasn't in him to say die when there was a ghost of a
show of :fighting for life.
Lower and lower went the blue blaze from the vat, to be
replaced by the ruddy glow of dry, burning wood above.
As the alcohol blaze sank below the edge of the vat,
Tom drew close:, looking down into it.
"There! It's out!" he panted.
"What good does that do?" Ed asked, dully.
"Quick, you fellows!" cried the leader, hoarsely. "Get
that wo~den cover over the vat. Now, then, all together
with you!"
Not one of the youngsters saw any hope of getting out
a.live through the bla.zing trap-way above.
But the voice of a leader always arouses to action when
men have sunk into the depths of despair.
They rushed a.round the big wooden vat-cover.
"Up with it!" ordered Tom.
They got it in place over the va.t , though n0;t one of the
dull youngsters se~med in any hurry over the job.
"Ed," announced Norton, looking around over his
friends, "you ·can bear my weight better than any of the
oth~r fellows. Climb up on that cover!"
Ed was quick enough to obey, though he did not see the
use.
"Say, it's hot up here," cried E'd, wincing at the heat reflected by the flames above."
"I know it," gritted Tom, leaping to his side. "Jt'll be
hotter where I'm going. You, Da~come up here, too.
Now, you two, braee yourselves and stand firmly together!
Now!" '
With a leap Tom climbed up to faeir shoulders.
There he kn'elt for just an instant, his mouth closed in
that hot, stifling atmosphere.
Then straight up he raised himself.
The boys below looked on anxiously as our hero thrust
his face almost into the blaze.
On three sides of the trap-way the wood was blazing
fiercely.
On the fourth side there was just a small space that wa.s
not yet ignited. ·
"You can't get through there!" panted Ed.
CHAPTER XII.
"I can-and I will!"
CONCLUSIO~.
Tom made a leap, catching at the :flooring with his
hands.
·
Rob came back, shuddering.
But the smoke and the heat got down his throat, chokHe had roamed off, in the now brilliant light, to see if
he could find some part of the small cellar where there ing him.
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For an instant he held on, trying to draw himself up and
through.
Then, with a mo?-n, the boy let go and came down.
Ed and Dave caught him.
"It's no use," groaned Ed.
"It is, I tell you," Tom cried, .fiercely.
"Going to try again?"
"Of course I am!"
"Brave-but useless !" was Ed's grim comment.
"Now, then, brace yourselves-you two!"
Down below Hob had a brilliant idea.
"Help!" he roared. "Help! I;felp!"
It was doing something, anyway, to shout, so the rest
joined him.
"Brace yourselves!" Tom ordered again.
Once more he climbed to their shoulders.
"Help!" roared Hob.
Tom made the leap, caught the part of the :flooring that
was not yet ablaze.
Tllen began the desperate fight to get a better hold, and
to, draw himself up.
"Good! Come on!" cried a ringing voice above. "I'll

She ha.d darted ha.ck into the smoke, holding out a long
rope.
Now she dropped to her knees beside Tom.
"It's all right now, fellows, if you can keep cool and
mind," choked Tom, as he crept close to the trap-way and
let one end of the rope through. "Be steady, and quick,
and we don't need to lose a life!"
Then, remembering the slight figure of the girl who had
offered to hold the rope with him, Norton called sharply:
"The lightest one of you all, first! Jim Arthur! And
hustle, Jim!"
Then Tom and the girl braced themselves as best they
could in that stifling air.
They felt .a pull on the rope and held
Jim's head showed above the floor.
He was out and beside them.
"Catch hold of the rope, Jim!" he commanded. "You,
miss, hurry outside, . where the air's safe to breathe."
• "No, no!" cried the girl. "I'll hold on until you get at
least one more out." .
Dave came up next.
"Get hold of the rope, Dave," came the crisp order.
~elp!"
"Now,. miss, please-please!-get outside where you'll be
'l'w'o small, slim, soft hands had caught at Norton's left safe !"
Ed was coming now. Tom turned to see how his chum
wrist.
Wl:i:oever was behind those hands held on with the grim- would make it through that stifling trap-way.
"Get your mouth shut, and don't breathe any more
ness of a last fight.
"Hold tight!'; chattered Tom. "And I'll make it!" than you have to, E,d!" called Norton, through the stifling
A struggle, a wriggle, and he drew himself, hot an~ smoke and fumes.
Three more came up i11 swift t.uccession.
scorched, up through the trap-way to the :flooring above.
I
From below w1m,t up a cheer that rang with new hope.
All up, out and safe!
But Tom, safe on the :floor, was gasping with amazeAnd now Tom turned to look behind him.
ment.
There still crouched the girl, gasping, her face white,
For now, in the ruddy glow he caught full sight of the her head heavy.
"You didn't get out of this when you could!" cried
one who J:iad aided him so splendidly.
A slight, sixteen-year-old girl, with fluffy, light hair, Tom, reproachfully. "Come!"
Making no bones of the matter, he caught her up in his
peachy cheeks, and steady blue eyes.
But Tom must think of those whom he had left behind arms, straightened up, and ran out into the corridor,
in peril.
thence into the open air.
·"Steady, you fellows down there, and.we'll get you all
Out there the sight was gloriously picturesque!
out!" he roared.
All the clearing around the house was now lighted up as
Then, groaningly, to the girl: ·
though by the sl'n itself!
"Oh, if we only had a rope!"
The ruddy glow was over everything, the red light shin" There's one in the wagon! I'll get it!" slie· cried, ris- ing now on happy faces.
i~g and leaping away.
Tom, coming out through the doorway with the girl in
'J,'om's eyes followed her for just an instant.
his arms, forgot to put her on her .f eet as he turned, stopThen he looked around him, and beat out the fire around ped, and looked back at the building.
the trap with his coat.
"You needn't carry me any further," came a sweet,
All of one end of the house, from the middle down to amused voice.
the end was ablaze.
"Oh, excuse me, please!" muttered Tom, awkwardly,
The flames were mounting so high that even the roof and let her down to her feet, though he kept one arm
must catch and come crashing in within the next five min- clumsily around her until he saw that she was able to
utes.
·
stand.
Here on the floor the air was so stifling that Tom was
"We got them all out?" she demanded, eagerly.
forced to drop to his knees and crouch low, in order to find . "Everyone of us-thanks to you, miss!'r '
.
I "Oh, I'm so happy! I must run and tell papa!"
air th::+t could be breathed.
"Here!" cried the girl.
·
1 "Your fa'ther, miss?"

I
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"He's over there in the buggy,'' stated the girl, pointing you'd have gotten all bands out. I saw both how brave
and how courageous you are! You're just splendid when
to where the path came into the edge of the clearing.
Tom watched her as she darted away to hail a man who manhood and grit ar~ needed!"
sat in a buggy, holding the lines over a smart-looking
Tom blushed furiously. It was the first time he had
horse,
ever heard anything of that sort from a girl's lips, and he
'fW9nder why he sent his daughter, when he could help liked it.
instead?" pondered Tom.
"B;rave, is he?" uttered Ed. "Well, I guess!"
"Oh, come,'' protested Tom. "What ate we waiting
"Gracious! I didn't believe there was a ghost of a
show to get out of that fearful place!" sputtered Ed Mur- here for, anyway? We don't care a.bout seeing that old
ray in his ear.
shell smoulder out. It's most all burned now. And
"One follow won't be pleased that we did," Tom de- we may be letting Sim get away!"
"Sim?" queried the girl. "Oh, pardon me. I didn't
clared, vimfully.
"Sim!"
mean to seem curious."
"Ed, this means that Sim will get his deserts. I've done
"Why, we can tell you all about it/' agreed Tom, "as
what I wanted to-found a w&.y to get square with him!" you drive through the woods. That is, if you and your
"No," grimaced Ed, "you've spoiled it!"
father care to drive slowly enough."
"How?"
"As if we'd miss anything like that!" cried the girl,
"By getting us all out of there you've queered Sim's eagerly, f'Tbere must be something thoroughly romantic
rhance of getting 9anged!"
behind all this night's scenes."
"He'll get enough, anyway, for ~his wild night's work," · "Romantic?" repeated Tom. "No~ . nothing but just
cried Tom, vengefully.
what's low-down and cowardly.
"If he's ever caught. He may have skipped,"
With plainly a good deal of pride, Grace Holcomb lea
"Re can't have got far yet," uttered Tom, "And he'll the boys to where her father sat in his buggy.
She introduced him as Major Holcomb, and Tom learnbe recbgnized by anyone who sees him. There ain't many
men with such an lJgly, slimy, J1ideous face as Sim Goggins ed later that years ago be had been crippled in an Indian
campaign, and had been retired from.the army.
wears seven days in the week."
"What in the world did this all mean?'~ broke in th_e
Tom could tell a story quickly. He had this one, in
girl, her eyes large with wonder.
condensed form, told by the time that they reached the
She had come back from speaking with her father in the county road.
"And now, Major and Miss Holcomb," hinted Tom,
' buggy.
"It'll be a shorter story," smiled Tom, · "if you'll tell raising his cap, "I reckon we'll have to thank you a,nd run
us how you ever caine to be here just in the nick of time." in the same breath. We've got to hurry to town and set
"Why, there isn't much to tell on our side,'' smiled the the officers on Sim Goggins' track."
"Where does he live?" asked the major, quickly.
girl. "Papa is a cripple, you know. He's David Holcomb,
"In that farmhouse that you can just see the chimneys
of Winch.ester. He comes over to this town, once in a
while, to see your Dr. Graham. We had been to the doc- of from here."
"Then I'll tell you,'' proposed the major, with the eagtor's this evening, and were jus·t driving home.
"We came to where that path goes into the county road. erness of one who loves to command, "you youngsters juet
We had just noticed a blaze off here in the woods, and we hang around in hiding, near enough to watch the house.
wondered if $0rnebody's home ~as going up in flames. I'll drive to town and get the officers."
Then we saw three men come out of' the path and hurry
"Oh, if you will-please!" quivered Tom. ·
"I will-make no mistake about that-Tom Norton!"
across the road. We didn't like their looks. They seemed
"I wonder if Sim's there?" palpitated Tom, a :few minto be sneaking.
'' I was very sure something was wrong, and papa said utes later, when he and his ''gang" hid on a slope that
we w~rnld drive down this path as fast as we could. Papa looked down toward the farmhouse.
"There are lights in the house, anyway," breathed Ed.
has lots of courage, you know, even if he is a cripple."
"His daughter has inherited some of his grit," Tom
"I hope the officers get here in time! Lord, after what ,
broke in gently.
I've suffered at Sim Goggins' hands-and what my moth"We drove down here as fast as we could," the girl er suil'ered !-I wouldn't take a million dollars and see this
hurried on. "When we saw this place we thought it must night turn out wrong!"
"And the present Mrs. Goggins!" hinted Ed. "It'll be
be some old deserted house that had been set a.fire. We
were going away again. But just then we heard someone a great relief for her to be free from such a fellow."
"Yes," agreed Tom, eagerly. "Especially, as she can
shouting for help. So I ran into the house. I got there
just in time to get hold of your wrist."
probably get hold of enough of Sim's money to live com~
"And you saved every blessed one of us!" uttered Tom, fortably on."
fervently.
"Would she take money that Sim piled up by beatme
"Oh, no," she corrected. "Even if I hadn't been there, the law?" asked Ed.
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.Tom's face clouded.
"No," he replied slowly. "I hadn't thought of that.
Ma'am Goggins is a crushed and broken woman, but she's
good all the way through. No; Ma'am Goggins wouldn't
be willing to live on crooked rr..oney. Poor soul!"
"Maybe it ain't all crooked money that Sim Goggins has
got," suggested Dave Freeman.
"Yes, it is," contended Tom, bitterly. "Sim Goggins
wouldn't know how to pile up any other kind."
The hidden boys, looking down at the moving lights in
the ~armhouse, had nearly an hom:: to wait.
Then they saw the major's buggy returning along the
road.
It was followed by a wagon in which rode six men
-three constables and three citizens who had been sworn
in.
Before reaching Sim's gate the vehicles stopped.
The law's representatives alighting, went. forward
stealthily.
In the 5'ard, one man was posted at each of the four
corners of the house.
The other two knocked loudly at the back door.
Just what followed the boys, now hurrying forward, did
not see fully.
~
But, by ·the time that Tom Norton and his "gang"
reached the backyard, Sim was just being led out, handcuffed. ·
"You, Toni }Torton? You here?" choked Sim, drawing
back and staring hard.
·" It was through the boys that we got on to your little
doings, Sim,'' observed Constable Brewster, grimly. "It's
funny·, too, how you managed t.o run that queer game right
under the noses of folks and never got found out until a
boy got. on your trail."
"Sim," spoke Tom Norton, slowly, sternly, "the chances
are big enough that you'll spend the rest of your days
in a striped suit and sl~eping on a hard bench. I told you
I'd pay you back for all you did to my mother, and all you
did to me. I've been holding it all in for years, but at last
I've been able to do ·something to settle the long score!"
Sim, a coward through and through when up against
real trouble, was now sobbing.
"I-I never thought I'd have anything to fear from
you, Tom Norton!" he choked. "I thought ye was too
green to amount to anything."
"Sometimes," grimaced our hero, "it doesn't pay fo go
through life banking on others being too green!"
Mrs. Goggins did not come out as her husband was led
away. For O:Q.ce in her life she did not have to be afraid
of him or show any interest in his fate.
Tom told the officers where to get the oth'er member of
Sim's crowd.
"Now, Tom, you come home with me," urged Ed Murray, hospitably.
"No, sir!" broke in Major Holcomb, tartly. "The
young man has accepted an invitation to !)Orne home with
mie to-night. He is worth: three average young men, and I

warit to have a talk with him in the morning. Tom Norton, this buggy seat is wide. I think we can make room
for you."

*

*

*

*

*

*
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It turned out, on the trial, that Sim had invested five
thousand dollars in his illegal still at the old haunted
house.
He had just begun to get his untaxed, illegal product
into the market through a dealer who was not above such
business.
So Sim had made no money out of his unlawful enterprise.
.But he was sentenced to ten years in State Prison, just
the same.
Three months later he co:mmitted suicide.
Ma'am Goggins and B,ess inherited comfortably from
Sim's estate.
sci, too, did Lug and Bunch Goggins. But their guardian got away with their money a while ago, and, as
Ma'am Goggins couldn't be located in time, Sim's two
aons were sent to an institution. Those two boys'll never
amount to much, anyway.
The members of Tom's "gang" are aU alive, and, being
young men now, they are doing well for themselves.
But Tom? Major Holcomb opened a n:ew life to him.
He admired our hero so much that he took young Norton
.
under his own charge.
, With the major's backing Tom was able, a little while
ago, to carry out his wish of going into business with Ed.
The young .partne:rs are on the way to fortune.
Next month Tom Norton is going to become Major Holcomb's son-in-law.
THE END.
Some boys start out in life by having everything easy
and prosperous. Do they get along any better than the
youngsters who have to w?rk-and fight for all they have?
It's a great question, and it's a great story that will be
published complete in No. 23 of "The Wide Awake Weekly," out next week. The title i~ "IN FOOL'S PARADISE; OR, THE BOY WHO HAD THINGS EASY."
The autlior is Fred Warburton, and lie lias just finislied
one of the best stories that he ever wrote. Don't miss
next week's treat!
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are always in print. If you cannot obtain them from any
new~dealer, send tlie price 1n money or postage stamps by
mail ~o FRANK TOUSEY, PUBLISHER, 2'1: UNION
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Lost Claim. By An Old Scout.
407 The Rivals of Round Top Academy; or, Missing from School.
By Allyn Draper.
408 Jack Mason's Million; or, A Boy Brok er's Lu ck in Wall Street.
By H. K. Shackleford.
409 The Lost City of the Andes; or, The Trea su re of tbe Volcano.
(A Story of Adventures in a Strange Land.) By Richard R. Montgomery.
410 The Rapidan Rangers; or, General Wasb lngton's Boy Guard. (A
Story of the American Revolution.) By Gen'!. J ames A. Gordoi;i.
411 "Old Put" ; or, The Fire Boys of Brandon. By Ex-Fire Chief. Warden.
412 Dead Game; or, Davy Crockett' s Doubl e. By An Old Scout.
413 Barnum's Young Sandow; or, The Strongest Boy In the World.
By Berton Bertrew.
414 Halsey & Co. ; or, The Young Bankers and Speculators. By H. K.
Shackleford.
41ti Alow and Aloft ; or, The Dashing Boy Harpooner. By Capt.
Thos. H. Wilson.
416 The Meteor Expr@ss; or, The Perilous Run of a Boy Engineer. By
J as. C. Merritt.
417 Buttons; or, Climbing to the Top. (A Story of a Bootblack's
Luck and Pluck . ) By Allyn Draper.
418 The Iron Grays ; or, The Boy Ride rs of the Rapidan. By Gen'!.
·
J as. A. Gordon. ·
419 Money and Mystery; or, Hal Hallerton's Tips In Wall Street
·
Shackleford.
.
By H . K
420 The Boy Su ltan; or, Searching for a Lost Diamond Mine. By
Allan Arnold.
_
421 Edgewoo_d No. 2; or, The Only Boy Jn the Fire Company. By
·
Ex-Fire-Chief Warden.
422 Lost on a Raft ; or, Driven from · Sea to Sea. By Captain Thos.
H. Wilson.
423 True as Steel; or, Ben Bright, the Boy Engineer. By Jas. c.
Merritt.
424 Ed, the Errand Boy; or, Working His Way In the World. By
Howard Austin.
425 Pawnee Bill In Oklahoma; or, Fighting with the White Chier. By
An Old Scout.
426 Percy Grevllle, the Scout of Valley Forge. By Gen'!. Jas. A. Gordon. (A Story of the American Revolution.)
427 Bulls and Bears; or, A Bright Boy' s Fight Wltjl the Brokers of
Wail Street. By H. K. Shackleford.
428 The Dead Shot Rangers; or, The Boy Captain of the Home Defenders. (A Story of the Afierlcan Revolution. ) By Gen'!, Jas.
A. Gordon.
429 Lost In the Grassy Sea; or, Three ears In the Sargasso. B:r
Capt . Thos B. Wilson . .
430 Tom Porter's Search ; or, 'l'he Treasure of the Mountains. BJ
Richard R. Montgomery.
431 Through Smoke and Flame; or, The Rival Firemen of Irvington.
By Ex-Flre-Chle! Warden.
432 Exile No. 707; or, The Boys of the Forgotten Mine. (A Story or
R\IS~.111 !lnd_Sl berla. ) . By Allan ;\rnold.
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These Books Tell You Everything!
.! COMPLETE SET IS A REGULAR ENCYCLOPEDIA!
Each book consists of sixty-four pages, printed on good paper, in clear type and neatly bound in an attractive, illustrated ~ver.
M<_>st of the books are also profusely illustrated, and all of the subjects treated upon are explained in such a simple mam1er that any
child. can thoroug'hly understand them. Look over the list as classified arid see if you want to know anything a.bo11t the subject.
mentioned.
THESE BOOKS ARE FOR SALE BY ALL NEWSDEALERS OR WILL BE SENT BY MAIL TO ANY ADDRESS
FROM THIS OFFICE ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, TEN CENTS EACH, OR ANY THREE BOOKS E'OR TWEN'l'Y·FIVE
CENTS. POSTAGE STAMPS TAKEN THE SAME AS MONEY. Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, N.Y.
N?. 72. HOW TO DO SIXTY TRIOKS WlTH CARDS.-Emllli ESM ERISM.
and most deceptive card tricks, with il·
No. 81. HOW TO MESMERIZE.-Containing the most ap- bracmg all ofBytheA. latest
Anderson.
lustrations.
proved methods of mesmerism ; also how to cure all kinds of
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH CARDS.diseases by animal magnetism, or, magnetic healing. By Prof. Leo
Oontaini'.l!f deceptive Card Tricks as performe<l, by leading conjurora
Hugo Koch, A. C. $.,author of "How to Hypnotize," etc.
and mag1c1ans. Arranged for home amusement. Fully illu11trated.

PALMISTRY.

MAGIC.
No. 82. HOW TO DO PALMISTRY.-Containing the most apNo. 2. HOW TO DO TIUCKS.-The grea,t book of mapc and
proved methods of reading the lines on the hand, together with
a full explanaHon of their meaning. Also explaining phrenology, card tricks, containing full instruction on a.II the lea<ting card tricks
and the key for telling character by the bumps on the head. By of the d!!-Y• also the most popular magical illusioI1s as pertormed bY
our leading magicians· every boy should obtain a COI!Y of thiii book,
Leo Huro Koch, A. C. S. Fully illustrated.
aa it will both amuse and instruct.
HYPNOTISM.
No. 22· HOW 'l'O DO SECOl'fD SlGHT.-Heller'11 seconJ sight
No. 83. HOW TO HYPNOTIZE.-Containing vahiable and instructive information regarding the science of hypnotism. Also explained bJ: his former assist~nt, Fred Hunt, Jr. Explaining how
explaining the most approved methods which are employed by the the secret dialogues were carne<l on betwel!n the magician and the
boy on the stage ; also giving all the codes and signals. The only
leading hypnotists of the world. By Leo Hu"o Koch, A.C.S. _
·
authentic explanation of :>econd sight.
i>'
No. 43. HOW TO B ECOl\!EJ A MAGICIAN.-Containing the
SPORTING.
No. 21. HOW TO HUNT AND FISH.-The most complete gran~est assort~ent ?f magical illusions ever placed before the
hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full in- pubhc. Also tricks with cards. incantations, etc.
No. 68. HOW TO DO CHEJMICAL TlUCKS.-Containlng over
structions about guns, hunting dogs, traps, trapping and fishing,·
. one hundred highly amusing and instructive tricks with chemicals.
together with descriptions of game and fish.
No. 26. HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A BOAT.-Fully By A. Anderson. Handsomely illustrated.
No. 69. HOW TO DO SLEIGHT OF H.A.ND.-Oont11.ining over
illustrated. Every boy should know 'h ow to row and sail a boat.
Full instructions are given in this litt le book, together with in· !Jfty of the latest and best tricks used by magic!Q.Us. Also containmg l he secret of second si_ght. Fully illustrated. By A. Anderson.
structions on swimming and l'.iding, companion sports to boating.
No. 47. HOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HOlitSE.- . .No. 70. HOW TO MAKE MAGIC TOYS.-Containing full
A complete treatise on the horse. Describing t he most useful horses directions for making Magic 'l'oys and devices of piany kinds. B7
·
for business, the best horses for the road ; also valuable r ecipes for A. Anderson. Fully illust1·ated.
No. 73. BOW TO DO THICKS WITlI NUMBElRS.-Showinr
diseases pecaliar to the horse.
No. 48. HOW TO BUILD AND SA.IL CA.NOES.-A handy many curious tricks with figures e.nd the magic of numbers. By A.
book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes Anderson. Fully illustrated.
.No. 7.5. HO\Y TO ~EOOME A OONJUROR. - Containlnr
and the most popular· manner of sailing them. Fully illustrated.
tricks with Dommos, Dice, Cups and Balls, Ho.ts, etc. Embracin1
Stansfield Hicks.
By
thirty-six illustrations. By A. Anderson.
No. 78. ~QW TO DO THE .BLACK ART.-Containing a comFORTUNE TELLING.
No. 1. NAPOLEON'S ORACULUM A.ND DREAM BOOK.- plete descr1pt1on of the mysteries of Magic and Slei~ht of Hand
with many wonderful experiments. By A. .Anderaon'.
together
meantrue
Oontaining the great oracle of human .d estiny ; also the
Ing of almost any kind of dreams, together wit'h charms, ceremonies, Illust1·ated.
MECHA
and cur!ou~~ames of card&. A. complete book.
NICAL.
No. 23. HOW 'l'O EXPLAIN DREAMS.-Everybody dreams,
BECOME AN INVElNTOit.-Evel."Y boy
TO
HOW
29.
No.
book
from the little child to the aged man and woman. This little
t 0 gethe · 'th lucky should know how inventions originated. Thi$ hook exnlaina them
rives the explanation to all kinds of d
optl~"",
examples 1'n electr1'c1' ty, hydraulics, magnet"'1sm,
all, giv;ng
r wi
reamsl • the book
....
•·
'
of fate.
and unlucky Jays, and "Napoleon's Oraculum,
No. 28. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES.-Everyone ls desirous of pneumatics, m.echanics, etc. The most instructive book published.
knowinr what his future life will bring forth, whether happiness or . No. 5~. HOW TO BECOM~ AN ElNGINElER.-Containing full
misery, wealt'h or poverty. You can tell by a glance at this little mstrucbc>ns how to proceed m order to become a locomotive enbook. Buy one ana be convinced. Tell your own fortune. Tell gineer; also directions for building a model locomotive· together
with a full descript ion of e~rything an engineer shouldi know.
•
the fortune of your friends.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES BY THE HAND.- ,No. 57. HOW TO, MAKEJ MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.-Full
Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid of Jines of the hand, directions 'how to make a Banjo, Violin, Zither, 2Eolian Harp, Xylo-or the secret of palmistry. Also the secret of telling future events phone and ot her musical instruments; together with a brief deby aid of moles, marks, scars, etc. Illustrated. By A. Anderi;on. scription of nearly every musical instrument u·s ed in ancient or
modern times. Profusely illustrated. By Algernon S. Fitzgerald,
for twenty years bar:dmaster of th e Royal Bengal Marines.
ATHLETIC.
No. 59. H!>W TO MA.KE A MAGIO LANT.ElRN.-Containing
No. 6. HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.-Giving full ~nstruction for the use of dumb bells, Indian clubs, parallel bars, a description of the la:n.ter~ together with its history and invention~
horizontal bars and various other methods ·o f developing a good, Also full directions for Its use and for painting slides. Handsomely
healthy muscie ; containing over sixty illustrations. Every boy can illustrated. By John A.lien.
No. 71. HOW TO DO MECHANICAL TRICKS.-Containing
become strong and healthy by following the instructions contained
complete instructions for ;performing over sixty Mechanical Tricks.
in this little book.
No. 10. HOW TO BOX.-The art of self-defense made easy. By A. Anderson. Fully illustrated.
LETTER WRITING.
Containing over thirty illustrations of guards, blows, and the dilferent positions of a good . boxer. Every boy should obtain one of
WRITEl LOVE-LETTERS.-A most com·
TO
No. 11. HOW
these useful and inst ructive books, as it will teach you how to box
plete little book, cc>ntaining full directions for writing love-letters,
without an instructor.
No. 25. HOW TO BECOME A GYMNAST.-Containing full and when to use them, giving specimen letters for young and old.
No. 12. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO LADIES.-Giving
instructions for all kinds of gymnastic sports and athletic exercises.
Embracing thirty-five illustrations. By Professor W. Macdonald. complete instructions for writing letters to ladies on all subjects;
letters of introduction, notes and requests.
also
A handy and useful book.
No. 24. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS TO GENTLEMEN.No. 34. HOW 'TO FENCE.-Containing full instruction for
fencing and the use of the broadsword; also instruction in archery. Containing full directions for writing to gentlemen on all subject&;
Described with twenty-one practical illustrations, giving the. best also giving sample letters for instruction.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful little
positiens in fencing. A complete book.
book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart, your father,
mother, sister, brother, employer; anci, in fact, everybody and anyTRICKS WITH CARDS.
,•
No. 51. HOW TO DO TRICKS WITH CAR,:lS.-Containing body you wish to write to. Every young man and every young
explanations of t'he general principles of sleighr-of-hand applicable lady in the land sbould have this book.
No. 74. HOW TO WRITE LET'l'ERS CORRECTLY.-Oonto card tricks; of card tricks with ordinary cards, and not requi>-ing
eleight-of-hand; of tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of taining full instructions for writing letters on almost any subject·
also rules for punctuation and composition, with specimen letters'.
epecially prepared cards. By Professor Haffner. Illustrated.

o.

I

THE STAGE.
No. 41. TH;l!l BOYS 01!, NEW YORK END MEN'S JOKE
BOOK.-Containing a g1 ~at variety of the latest jokes used by the
mc,ist famous en~ men. No amateur minstrels is complete without
this wonderful httle book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUMP SPE.A.KER.Containing a v;tried assortment of ~tump speeches, Negro, Dutch
and Irish. Also end men's jokes. Just the thing for home amusement and amateur shows.
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTREL GUIDE
AND JOKl!l BOOK.-Something new and very instructive. Every
boy should obtain this book, as it contains full instructions for organizing an amateu r minstrel troupe.
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES.-This is one of the most original
joke books ever published, and it is brimful of wit and humor. It
contains a large collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc., of
Terrence Muldoon, tb,e great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
the day. Ever;v boy who can enjoy a good substantial joke should
Qbtain a copy immediately.
No. 79. HOW TO BECOME AN .A.CTOR.-Containing complete instructions how to make up for various characters on the
•tage; together with the duties of the Stage Manager, Prompter
S~enic .A.rtist and Property Man. By a prm;ninent Stage Manager'.
No. 80. GUS WILLIAMS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the latest jokes, anecdotes and funny stories of this world-renowned and
ever popular Uerman comedian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
colored cover containing a half-tone photo of the author.
.

No. 31. HOW TO BECOME A SPEJAKER.-Containing f~
teeu illustrations, giving the different positions requisite to become
a good speaker, reader and elocutionist. Also containing gems from
a!l the popular ?-uthors of prose and poetry, arranged in the most
simple and concise manner possible.
No. 49. _HOW TO DEBA'.rE.-Giving · rules for conducting debates, outlines for debates, questions for discl).ssion and the belt
sources for procuring information on the questions iiven.

SOCIETY.

No. 3. HOW TO FLIRT.-The arts and wiles of flirtation are
fully expl~ined by this little book. Besides the various methods of
ba.i::.dkerch1ef._ fan, glove, parasol, window and hat flirtation, it conrams a ,full hst of the language and sentiment of flowers, which i•
m.terestmg to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happJ.
without one.
No. 4. HOW TO DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
l~ttle .book just issued ~y Fr~nk Tousey. It contain11 full instructions m the art of daucm g, etiquette in the ball-room 11.nd at partie..
how to dress, and full directions for calling off in ail :popular square
dances.
No. 5. HOW TO MAKE LOVE.-A complete guide to love.
court~hip and marriage, giving sensible advice, rules and etiquette
to be observed, with many curious and interesting things not gen- '
erally known.
No. li. HOW TO DRESS.-Containing full instructiqn In the
art of dressing and appearing well at home and abroad, giving the
selections of colors, material, and how to have them made up.
· No. 18. HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One of tho
HOUSEKEEPING.
brightest and most valuable little books ever given to the world.
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WINDOW GARDEN,-Contalning Everybody wishes to know how to become beautiful, both male and
full instructions for constructing a window garden either in town female. The secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this book
or country, and the most approved methods for raising beautiful and be convinced how to become beautiful.
flowers at home. The most complete book of the kind ever published.
BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
No. 30. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely Illustrated an4
on cooking ever published. 1t contains recipes for cooking meats containing full instructions for the management and training of the
fish, game, and oysters ; also pies, puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary, mockingbird, bobolink, blackbird, paroquet.i...parrot • etc,
1
pastry, and a grand collection of recipes by one of our most popular
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POULTRY, rIGEJONS AND
cooks.
RABBITS.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illusNo. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-It contains information for trated. By Ira Drofraw.
ever.ybody, boys, girls, men and women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW TO MAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Includlng hint.
make almost anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments on how to catch ' moles, weasels, otter, rats, squirrels and birds.
bra<;kets, cements, Aeolian h;trps, and birq lime for catching birds.' Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated .. By J. Harrington
Keene.
ELECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND .A.NIM.A.LS.-.&:
No. 46. HOW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountin1
ecription of the wo11derful uses of electricity and electro magnetism ; and preserving birds, animals and insects.
together with full instructions for making Electric •.roys, Batteries,
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANAGE PETS.-Giving cometc. By George Trebel, A. M., M. D. Containing over fifty il- plete information as to the manne~ and method of raising, keeping,
lustrations.
taming, breeding, and managing ail kinds of pets ; also giving full
No. 64. .HOW TO MAKE ELECTRICAL MACHINES.-Con- instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight
ta!ning full uirections for making electrical machines, induction illustrations, making it the most complete. book of the kind ever
coils, dynamos. and many novel toys to be worked by electricity. published.
By R. A. R. Bennett. Fully illustrated.
MISCELLANEOUS.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRIOKS.-Containing a
large collection of instructive nnd highly amusing electrical tricks,
~o. 8. HOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.-A useful and Intogether witn illustrations. By A • .Anderson.
structive book, giving a complete treatise on chemistry; also ex·
periments in acoustics, mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and diENTERTAl NM ENT.
rections fo1· making fireworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. Thie
.No. 9. HOW TO BECOME .A. VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
Ke,'nedy. The secret .given away. Every intelligent boy reading
No. 14. HOW TO MAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-book for
thit; book of instructions, by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of cand;:. ice-creall!i,,syrup~essences. etc~ etc.
tudes every night with his wonderful imitations) can master the
No. 84. ·HOW TO B.lliCOME Ar11 AUT.t:1.0R.-Gontaining full
art, and create any amount of fun for himself and friends. It is the information regarding choice of subjects, the use of words and the
greatest book ~ver published. and there's millions (of fun) in it.
manner of preparing and submitting manuscript . • Also containing
No. 20. HOW TO IilNTiilRTAIN AN EVEN ING PARTY.-A valuable information as to the neatness, legibility and general com-·
very valuable little book just published. A complete compendium positioll of manuscript, essential to a successful author. By Prince
of games, sports, card diversions, comic recitations, etc., suitable ·Hiland.
.
for parlor or drawing-room entertainment. It contains more for the
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-A wonmoney than anv hook published.
derful book, containing useful and practical information in the
No. 35. HOW '1'0 PLAY GAMES.-A complete and usefu l little treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to every
book, containing the rules and regulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general com·
backgammon. croquet. dominoes, etc.
.
plaints.
No. 36. HOW TO .SOLVEJ CONUNDRUMS.-Containing all
NQ. 55. HOW TO COLLECT STAMPS AND COINS.-Con·
the leading conundrums of the day, amusing riddles, curious catches taining valuable information r egarditll; the collecting and arranging
and witty sayings.
of stamps and coins. Handsomely illu strated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handy little
No. 58. BOW TO BE A DETECTIVE.-By Old King Brady,
book, giving the rules and full directions for playing Euchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In 'l'·hich he Jays down some valuable
bage, Casino, Forty-Five, Rounce, P edro Sancho, Draw Poker, and sensible rules for beginner~. and also relates some adventures
Auction Pitch. All Fours, and many other popular games of cards. and experiences of well-known ddectives.
·
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three hunNo. 60. HOW TO BECOME A PHOTOGRAPHER.-Contain·
dred interesting puzzles and conundrums. with key to same. A ing useful information regarding the Camera and how to work it;
complete book. Fully illustrated. By .A.. Anderson.
also how to make Photographic l\Iagic Lantern Slides and other
ETIQUETTE.
1li~~iarencies. Handsomely illustrated. By Captain W. De w.
No. 13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, BOOK OF ETIQUETTE. -It
is a great life s~cret, and one that every young man desires to know
all about. There's happiness in it.
No. 33. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Containing the rules and etiquette
of good society and the easiest and most approved methods of appearing to good advantage at parties, balls, the theatre, church, and
m the drawin~-ronm.

No. !{' °"l0W TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
CADET.--..... "taining full explanations how to gain admittance,
course of Study, Examinations, Duties, Staff of Officers, Post
Guard, Police Regulations, Fire Department, and all a boy should
know to be a Cadet. Complied and written by Lu Senarens~ autho~
of "How to Become a Naval Cadet."
No. 63. HOW TO BECOME A NAVAL CADET.-Complete in·
structiona of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
Academy. Also containing the course of instruction, description
DECLAMATION.
No. 27. HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of grounds and buildings, historical sketch, and everything a boy
-Containing the most popular sele-::tions in use, comprising Dutch should know to become an officer in the United States Navy. Comdialect, French dialect, Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled and writt0n by Lu Senarens, author of "How to Become a
West Point Military Cadet."
with many standard readings.

PRICE 10 CENTS· EACH. OR 3 F .O R 25 CENTS.
Address FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.

WILD WEST WEEKLY
A magazine Containing Stotties, Skete_bes, ate., of Westettn hife.
:S-Y- .A.N'" C>:L:O BCO"UT.
32 PAGES

PBICE 5 CENTS.

32 PAGES.

EACH NUMBER IN A HANDSOME COLORED COVER.
All of these exciting stories are founded on facts. Young Wild West is a hero with whom the author was acquainted.
His daring deeds and thrilling adventures have never been surpassed. They form the base of the most dashing stories
-ever published. Read the following numbers of this most interesting magazine and be convinced:
LATEST ISSUES:
146 Young · Wild West's Lively rr'lme; or, . The Dandy Duck of the
Diggings.
.
147 Young Wild West at Hold-Up Canyon; or, Arietta'e Great Victory.
148 Young Wild West's Square Deal; or, Making the "Bad" Men
Good.
149 Young Wild West Cowing the Cowboys; or, Arletta and the
Prairie Fire.
150 Young Wild West and Navajo Ned; or, The •unt for the Half·
Breed Hermit.
.
151 Young Wild West's Virgin Vein; or, Arletta and the Cave-In.
152 Yo8~~- Wild West's Cowboy Champions; or, The Trip to Kansas

176 Young Wild West and the Magic Mine; or, How Arletta Solved a
Mystery.
177 Young Wild West as a Cavalry Scout; or, Saving the Settlers.
178 Young Wlld West Beatln~ the Bandits; or, Arletta's Best Shot.
179 Young Wild West and 'Crazy Hawk"; or, The Redskins' LaBt
Raid.
180 Young Wild West Chasing the Cowboys; or, Arietta the Lariat
Queen.
181 Young Wild West and the Treacherous Trapper; or, Lost in the Great
North Woods.
182 Young Wild West's Dash .to Deadwood ; or, Arietta and the
Kidnappers.
183 Yoo¥g~us~~~ West's Silver Scoop; or, Cleaning Up a Hundred

153 Young Wild West's Even Chance; or, Arietta's Presence o! Mind. 184 Young Wild West and the Oregon Outlaws; or, Arletta as a
154 Young Wild West and the Flattened Bullet; or, The Man Who
"Judge."
Would not Droi,>.
185 <Young Wild Weit and "Mexican Ma\t".; or, Routing the Rawhide
155 Young Wlld Wests Gold Game; or, Arietta'& Full Hand.
,
Rangers.
156 Young Wild West's Cowboy Scrimmage; or, Cooking a Crowd of 186 !Young Wild West and the Comanche Queen; or, Arletta aa an
Crooke.
Archer.
157 Young Wild West and the Arizona Athlete,· or, The Duel that 187 Young Wild West and the ''Gold Ring"; or, 'il'he Flashy Five of
Four !<'lush.
·
Lasted a Week.
. 188 Young Wild West's Double Rescue; or, Arletta's Race With
158 Young Wild West and the Kansas Cowboys; or, Arletta's Clean
Death.
189 (Young Wild ,West and the Texas Rangers; or, Crooked Work on
Score.
159 Young Wild West Doubtmg His Luck ; or, The Mine that Made a
the Rio Grande.
Ml!lion.
· 190 Young W;ild West's Branding Bee; or, Arletta and the Cow
160 Young Wild West and the Loop of Death ; or, Arletta's Gold
Punchers.
·
191 Young Wild West and His Partner's Plle, and How Arletta
Cache.
161 Young Wild West at Boillng Butte; or, Hop Wah and the HighSaved It.
binders.
193 Young Wild West's Buckhorn Bowle, and How It :iiaved Hl1 ,
162 Young Wild West Paying the Pawnees; or, Arietta Held !or
Partners.
Ransom.
194 Young Wild West in the Haunted Hllls; or, Arletta and the Azt~c
1G3 Young Wild West's Shooting Match; or, The "Show-Down" at'
Arrow.
.
Shasta.
195 Young Wild West's Cowboy Dance; or, Arletta's Annoying Ad164 Young Wild West at Death Divide ; or, Arletta's Great Fight.
mlrer.
165 Young Wild West and the Scarlet Seven; or, Arletta's Daring 196 Young Wild West' s Double Shot; or, Cheyenne Charlie's Ll!e
Leap.
•
Line.
166 Young Wild West's Mirror Shot; or, Rattling the Renegades.
197 Young Wild West at Gold Gorge; or, Arletta and the Drop or
167 Young Wild West and the Greaser Gang ; or, Arietta as a Spy.
Death.
168 Young Wild West losing a Million; or, How Arietta Helped Him 198 Young Wild West and the Gui! Gang; or, Arietta' a Three Shot1.
Out.
199 Young Wild West's Treasure Trove ; or, The Wondetf.ul Luck o!
169 Young Wild West and the Railroad Robbers; or, Lively Work In
the Girls.
170 Yo~~~hWild West Corraling the Cow-Punchers; or, Arletta's Swim 200 Yo;~!u~llgt:::.·s Leap In the, Dark; or, Arietta and the Under201 Young Wild West and the Silver Queen; or The Fate oftheMystloTen.
for Life.
171 Young Wild West "Facing the Music"; or, The Mistake the Lynch- 202 Young Wild West Strlkmg it Rich; or. Ar1etta and the Cave of Gold.
ere Made.
203 Young Wild West's Relay Race ; or, The Fight at Fort Feather.
il.72 Young Wild West and "Montana Mose"; or, Arietta's Messenger 20' Young Wild West and the "Crooked Cowboys"; or, Arietta and the
o! Death.
Cattle Stampede.
11.'13 Young Wild West at Grizzly Guieb; or, The Shot that Saved the 205 Young Wild West at Sizzling Fork; or, A Hob Time with the Claim
Camp.
· '
Jumpers.
17.4 Young Wild West on the Warpath; or, Arletta Among the Ara- .206 Youq~ Wild West and Bill: "Bufl'~o'': or. Arietta at the Stake.
·
pahoe&.
175 Young Wild West and "Nebraska Nick"; or, The Cattle Thieves
of the Platte.
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FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 24 Union Square, New York.
DEAR SIR-Enclosed find ...... cents for which please send me:
.... copies of WORK AND WIN, Nos ........................ ....................... .... ............... .
" " WIDE AWAKE WEEKLY, Nos .... . ....... .. ... ......... ..........................•••••
" " FAME AND FORTUNE WEEKLY, Nos ............................. t • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
" " WILD WEST WEEKLY, Nos .......... ........ : ........................................••
" l' THE LIBERTY BOYS OF '76, Nos .... .. ................................................ .
" " . PLUCK AND LUCK, Nos ............ ..................................................•
"
" SECRET SERVICE, Nos . ...................................... .. .................. _•....
"
" Ten-Cent Hand BooJis, Nos .... ... ................................................. , , ... .
Name ......................... ,••.••.•. Stree.t aiid No .................. :. Town .......... State ........ ; .. . . ... .

·w1BE AWAKE WEEKLY
A COMPLETE .S'T'ORY EVERY VV;EEK

Price 5 Cents
~HANDSOME

BY THE BEST AUTHORS
32-PAGES OF READING MATTER

ILLUSTRATED COVERS

Price 5 C ts
ISSUED EVERY FRIDAY "'wa

Interesting Stories of Adventure in All Parts of the World

TAKE NOTICE! .._
This handeome weekly contains intensely interesting stories of adventure on a great variety of
subjects. Each number is r eplete with rousing situations and li~ely incidents. The heroes are
bright, manly fellows, who overcome all obstacles by sheer force of brains and grit and win wellmerited success. ·we have secured a staff of new authors, who write these stories in a manner
which will be a source of pleasure and profit to the reader. Each number has a handsome colored illustration made by the most expert artists. Large sums of money are being spent to make
this one of the best weeklies ever published .

..... Here is a List of Some of the Titles.....
1 Smashing the Auto Record; or, Bart Wilson at the Speed 13 The Great Gaul " Beat" ; or, Phil Winston's Start in Re-

Lever. By Edward N. Fox.
porti ng. By A. Howard De Witt.
2 Off the Ticker; or, Fate at a Moment's Notice. By Tom 14 Out for Gold; or, The Boy Who Knew the Difference. By
Dawson.
·
Tom Dawson.
3 From Cadet to Captain; or, Dick Danford's West Point .15 The Boy Who Balked; or, Bob Brisbane's Big Kick. By
Nerve. By Lieut. J. J. Barry. ·
Frank Irving.
4 Th ~ Get-There Boys; or, Making Things Hum in Hon- 16 Slicker than Silk; or, The Smoothest Boy Alive. By
Rob Roy.
duras. By Fred Warburton.
5 Written ,in Cipher ; or, The Skein Jack Barry Unravelled. 17 The Keg of Dia mond.s; or, After the Treasure of the
Caliphs. By Tom Dawson.
By Prof. Oliver Owens.
6 The No-Good Boys; or, Downing a Tough Name. By A. 18 Sandow; Junior; or, The Boy Who Looked Puny.
By
Prof. Oliver Owens.
Howard De Witt.
7 Kicked off the Earth; or, Ted Trim's H a rd ·Luck Cure. 19 Won by Bluff; or, J ack Mason's Marble Face. By Frank
Irving.
By Rob Roy.
8 Doing it Quick; or, Ike Brown's Hustle at P ana ma.
By 20 On th e Lobster Shift; or, The Herald's Star Reporter. By
A. Howa rd De Witt.
Captain Hawthorn, U. S. N.
9 In the 'Frisco E a rthauake; or, Bob Brag's Day of Ter- 21 Under the Vendetta's Steel; or, A Yankee Boy in Corsica.
By Lieut. J. J. Barry.
ror. By Prof. Oliver Owens.
10 We, Us & Co.; or, Seeing Life with a Va udeville Show. 22 Too Green to Burn; or, The Luck of Being a Boy.
By
Rob Roy.
By Edward N. Fox.
11 Cut Out for an Officer; or, Corporal T e d in the Philippines. By Lieut. J . J . Barry.
12 A Fool for Luck ; or, The Boy Who Turned Boss.
By
Fred Warburton.
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